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What will our village be like in
the future?
Did you know that Stirling Council is drawing up a local
development plan to replace the present local plan and
structure plan, and that a consultation exercise is currently
taking place?

E

arlier in the year there was an opportunity to send in
‘expressions of interest’ i.e. ideas for projects or land use,
to be considered for inclusion in the new development plan.
Below you can see the specific ideas that have been put forward
so far for our community. This, of course, is only a wish list, but
the council will consider these and then put forward a Main Issues
Report setting out a series of options for consultation between
May and June 2010.
At the same time the Green Belt boundary is being reviewed
and this will of course have direct bearing on where development
will take place in the future. At present the boundary is drawn
tightly round the built area, but recent government legislation
directs that Green Belts should be drawn to reflect an area’s longterm development needs, and so the council is considering the
scope to pull back the Green Belt boundary to allow for some
future development to come forward in a planned way that avoids
incrementally encroaching on Green Belt land. The development
plan is then required to define the scale of the land use change,
identify developments that are appropriate, and indicate the
standards of layout, design and other important requirements that
should be met.

public transport links, traffic-calming measures, allotments and
community woodlands.
The Blane Valley Carbon Neutral Group
• Need for allotments in this area and that a suitable site (0.53–0.5
ha) needs to be identified
• Allocation 50,000 sq.ft. of managed and serviced business space
required in Strathblane/Blanefield/Mugdock area
• Protection of the railway route from Lennoxtown to Strathblane
and beyond to Balfron from future development
• Strathblane to Milngavie Cycle Path
• Creation of a sustainable village centre with a mix of commercial
uses including heritage centre, new office and workspace
Strathblane Committee For The Preservation Of The Green
Belt: Support for the retention of the existing Green Belt in the
area. (Also includes Mugdock).

The main expressions of interest, taken from the council
website, are as follows:
Rural Stirling Housing Association
• Park Place, 6–8 affordable housing units – map 156/1/20
• Horses’ field, 15–20 affordable housing units – map 156/1/21
• Campsie Rd, 30–40 affordable housing units – map 156/1/22
Cala Homes (Scotland): Campsie Rd (1.2 ha), ca. 20 new homes
– map 230/1/3
Robert Burns: Old Mugdock Road for housing – map 402/1/1
Simon Graham Ltd: Rounding off of settlement boundary of
Strathblane to reflect consent for one dwelling house at Campsie
Dene Road – map 720/1/1
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Strathblane Community Council – Wide ranging comments on
all aspects relating to access to the Campsies and creation of safe
footpaths and cycleways, Regional Park status, protection of the
Green Belt, affordable housing provision, housing for particular
needs, car parking and more information boards for walkers,
replacement of the primary school for expansion of sports
facilities, modernised library etc., small business units, better

H

ardi and Bobby entertained customers at a wine-tasting
event in Browns on 3 December. David Morgan conducted
the tasting and presented a number of wines and offered
helpful advice. Hardi pronounced this first of many such events a
great success.
One customer, who will remain nameless – well it was Paul
Fisher actually – fooled the editor (not a hard thing to do) as
he pontificated about a wine he was tasting. He sniffed it – as
one does when one is trying to impress – and stated that it had
a flavour of banana, carrot, leek and beetroot. It took the editor
a while before he realised that they were both standing by the
vegetable rack. Such humilation will not be quickly forgotten.
Hardi says that the shop will be open every day except
Christmas day.

P

lease visit the chemist or
library and put the cost of
your Blane in the collection
box. We need all your support. We
can only continue if you do that.Or
you can send us a cheque - details
on page 8.
The box in Browns was stolen
recently. Fortunately it had not
long been emptied.

The main role of the
community council is to
ascertain and reflect the
views of the community
to Stirling Council and
other outside bodies.
The CC usually meets on
the first Monday of the
month in either the school during termtime or the Village Club in the holidays.
Members of the public are welcome and
there is an opportunity to contribute to
discussion wherever possible.
Agendas are drawn up a week before
each meeting, so if you would like an item
included, please contact the chairperson
10 days in advance of the meeting. You
can also contact individual community
councillors directly (see below for details)
or email cc@strathblanefield.org.uk.
Agendas and minutes of meetings can be
read in the library, on the CC noticeboard
and on the village website.

Fresh faces on the community
council

S

ince the last issue of The Blane,
community council (CC) elections
have taken place. Two members stood
down and three others have joined – so it’s
‘goodbye’ to Robert Flashman and David
Anderson, and ‘welcome’ to Alan Hutton,
Dick Arnold and Joan Hoggan. This
leaves the CC with two vacancies in the
Strathblane ward and one in the Mugdock
ward (see ward map in the last issue).
There will be an opportunity to fill
these vacancies, and possibly two others
as well, in February/March 2010, so if
you are interested why not come along to
CC meetings and see what it’s all about?
The more members there are (the full
complement is twelve) the more that can be
done for the benefit of the community. The
CC has a particularly important role to play
this coming year, as the formal consultation
will start on the Stirling Council Local
Community Development Plan which will

Planning decisions
Campsie Dene Road

Mugdock

Permission has been granted for a farm
worker’s house to be built adjacent to
Corrieknowe, Campsie Dene Rd. The site
is in the Green Belt but the council granted
consent on the basis that there was a need
to have a farm worker on hand for the daily
care of the animals in the area. The new
house will be tied to the farm through a
section 75 agreement.

Permission has been refused for the
erection of five dwelling houses at land
adjacent to east of Balauchan Lodge,
Mugdock Road, primarily because the site
is in the Green Belt and the houses were
not required in connection with an activity
dependent on a countryside location.

Old Mugdock Road
Permission, in principle, for the demolition
of a redundant agricultural building and
the erection of a dwelling house at land
south of Deil’s Craig, Old Mugdock Road,
has been refused for a second time because
the proposal did not conform to Green Belt
policies.
Edenmill
Permission for a landscape business to be
sited at Edenmill Farm has been turned
down on road safety grounds.

Surgery News

T

he Community Council has
sought assurances from the
Stirling Community Health Care
Partnership that GP services in the
village will be maintained following the
departure of Dr Maclean. The Stirling
Community Health Care Partnership has
confirmed that they will work with the
Strathblane practice to ensure that this
happens.
The Community Council recognises
that this is a private contractual
matter but it is hoped the practice will
communicate with its patients to clarify
services when it is possible to do so.

The next issue will be in March
2010. The deadline for articles is
20 February 2010.

Dunglass View
Permission has been granted for a building
containing two flats on the land between
No.10 Dunglass View and the Lennoxtown
Road.
Ardunan Lodge (on
Country House Hotel)

A81

near

Permission has been granted to demolish
the lodge and build a replacement house
on adjacent land, with a new entrance from
the main road.
Each permission is subject to conditions.
Official documents can be viewed through
the ‘Show Planning Applications’ button
on the Community Council web pages.
COMMUNITY COUNCILLORS
Blanefield Ward
Joan Hoggan 		
Willie Oswald 		
Margaret Vass		
Fiona Murray 		

770181
770497
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map out the future development of the
village (see page 2). There will be more
details about this in the March edition of
the Blane.
Although Robert Flashman had
resigned, he kindly agreed to write the
roads update for this issue. Thanks for all
your hard work in this area, Bob.
At the first meeting of the new CC,
Margaret Vass was appointed Chair, Joan
Hoggan Vice-chair, Dick Arnold Secretary
and Fiona Murray Treasurer.
The next meeting will be on Monday 11
January 2010.

Traffic lights:
one step closer
Robert Flashman

F

ollowing considerable pressure from
a variety of sources (always the best
way) including your community
council,
Stirling
Council
Roads
Department responded to our request for
action to be taken at the junction of the
A81 and Station Road (B821) to improve
the safety of vehicles, adjacent residents
and pedestrians.
One of our suggestions involved the
installation of traffic lights. In June this
year the roads department responded with
a plan based on the premise that before
traffic lights could be considered action
needed to be taken to slow down the
traffic entering the danger zone especially
from both directions along the A81. Their
first suggestion involved a ‘chicane’ just
south of Netherblane, statistics apparently
showing this to be the direction of the A81
most likely to cause an accident. After
careful review and getting the opinion of
residents directly affected by the chicane,
the community council was unable to
support the plan on the basis that for the
cost and disruption involved it was likely
to be of very limited effect.
The roads department has accepted
our views and recently responded with a
revised plan. This includes changing the
shape of the A81 around the entrance to
Netherblane to slow traffic and improving
the footpaths and geometry around the
Station Road exit.
Providing the community council
responds positively the department hopes
to carry out this part of the plan before
April next year, and during 2010 to come up
with a suitable plan for slowing traffic from
the other direction. Once the slowing down
of traffic has been successfully completed,
the roads department will be content to
take the ultimate step of installing traffic
lights.
The cover photograph is of
Jenny’s Lum on the Campsies
above the village. The burn
blows back when the wind is
blowing strongly from the
south-west. Alastair Smith
took this during a November
gale. See the poem on page 7.
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View from the police office

I

David McNally, Community Police Officer

t can be the case that when the clocks
go back in the autumn, incidences of
housebreaking often increase. In the
lead up to the Christmas period, thieves
can find it very productive to force entry
to houses and steal
a whole manner of
items.
During November
and December 2008,
there was a spate
of
housebreakings
affecting the Drymen,
Killearn, Buchlyvie
and Fintry areas of
west Stirlingshire. The
same gang was also
responsible for housebreakings at a number
of properties across East Dunbartonshire.
They followed a typical pattern. The
gang would drive around the area during
the day looking for houses which were
clearly empty. Houses where there was
no car in the drive or which were not
illuminated in the late afternoon. Empty

homes are surprisingly easy to spot. Once
they selected their target, access could be
quickly gained to the empty property via
windows or forcing doors.
Fortunately this gang was apprehended
in early 2009 and
they are now serving
lengthy jail terms.
As
Christmas
2009
approaches,
however,
again
there
are
signs
of an increase in
housebreaking
activity. In the first
week of November,
properties
have
been targeted in Killearn, Blanefield and
Balfron.
Don’t let yourself be a victim of this
crime. If your house is empty during
the day, take measures to make it look
occupied. Leave a radio switched on, leave
a couple of lamps switched on. Is it possible
to leave a car in the driveway? Look out

for your neighbours’ properties. If you see
anything at all you are suspicious about,
call the police on 440220.
Invariably, those persons who commit
housebreakings are travelling criminals.
Over the next few months you may notice
increased police road checks in the area
and you may be stopped. These checks are
aimed at disrupting the housebreakers.
Be assured, your local police are
conducting patrols 24 hours a day with
a view to preventing crime. With your
assistance and vigilance we can prevent
these crimes from occurring and catch the
offenders.
One other thing. Last winter there was
a spate of car thefts in the Milngavie area
when people left their cars running in the
driveway on cold mornings. A staggering
number of vehicles were stolen in the
space of a few weeks, many worth tens of
thousands of pounds. When the mornings
are cold, don’t leave your car running.
Insurance companies won’t pay out if you
lose your car in this manner.
Have a nice Christmas and I look
forward to seeing you when I’m patrolling
around the village.

A new use for the Blane Valley railway?
Planned path for cyclists and walkers
Philip Kearney, Sustrans

B
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lane Valley railway, an extension
of the Edinburgh and Glasgow
Railway Company Campsie branch,
was built in the mid-18th century, opening
for the transport of goods in 1866 and for
passengers a year later. The route ran from
Lennoxtown and terminated at Killearn
Station (renamed Dumgoyne Station). The
route operated very successfully for many
years, before closing almost 100 years after
it was opened in April 1966.
Today, much of the old railway line is
used as a walking and cycling route called
the Strathkelvin Way. This route is signed
from Kirkintilloch in East Dunbartonshire,
through Lennoxtown, and continues along
the route of the Blane Valley Line before
ending in Strathblane. The West Highland
Way utilises a short section of the redundant
line east of Dumgoyne Station.
The section of line between Strathblane
and Dumgoyne, route of about 3 miles,
now lies redundant and overgrown, having
lain untouched since the 60s save for
the routing of the water supply pipeline.
Following the recent upgrade of the route
between Lennoxtown and Strathblane,
there has been increasing community
interest in creating a new route for walkers
and cyclists along the section of railway
line from Strathblane to Dumgoyne.
Sustrans and Stirling Council carried
out a feasibility and design study in 2006
on this section of proposed route. The
proposed route would create a number
of local circular walking and cycling
routes as well as creating a link between
National Cycle Network routes 7 and 754.
Completion of this proposed section would
mean that the entire Strathkelvin Way
could become part of the National Cycle

Network.
The
feasibility
report has indicated that
construction of a route is
very possible but, because
many of the structures on
the route need upgrading,
and extensive drainage
works are needed, it would
cost around £400,000.
Whilst both Sustrans and
Stirling Council are very
supportive of this project,
the changes in the financial
environment have meant
that
neither
partner
could offer it significant
financial support for the
foreseeable future. Some Part of the existing cycle track had maintenance work done
of the paths groups in recently and this photo was taken by Bob Sharp after the work
the surrounding area
have shown enthusiastic was completed. A call to Stirling Council’s Richard Barron
support, and are keen elicited a very quick response and the path was repaired.
for the local community
to highlight and obtain funding to have adventurous project for the community,
this section of route constructed. A small Sustrans and Stirling Council, and for many
group in Strathblane, with the support of of the other villages, to obtain access to the
the CDT, is now investigating potential national network. For more information
funding streams and partners to support about the project, please contact Patsy
this project.
Fischbacher on 770716 or email patsy.
This is just the beginning of a very fischbacher@virgin.net

Burns Supper: make sure of your ticket!
The village’s Burns Supper is again in the Edmonstone Hall on Saturday 23 January.
The event is run by the Blane Valley Burns Club and the doors will open at 6.45 pm,
with the proceedings commencing at 7.30 pm prompt. There is a bar at the event.
Last year the Burns Supper was a total sell-out, with a waiting list of over 20. Tickets
costing £12.50 can be obtained from Gordon Posnett (770113) or any Blane Valley
Burns Club committee member – pay on receipt please. Don’t delay, or you may end
up on the waiting list!

The kirk

Minister to retire

A

fter more than fourteen years as
minister of Strathblane Parish
Church of Scotland, Rev. Alex
Green is to retire from the ministry in mid
January. He and Jean will be very much
missed by the congregation and in the
village. More news of this in the next issue
of the Blane.

Kirk concert

Diary Dates

Sylvia Armstrong

Panto Time: Cinderella
12–24 Dec, Mugdock Country Park

A

nyone strolling past the Kirk Rooms
on the evening of Friday October
30 might have been startled to hear
the sound of a rock band shaking the walls.
Through the medium of song and
accompanied by drums, keyboard, and
guitar, 33-year-old singer/songwriter Gary
Brotherston, told the story of his life to an
audience of around 80 people. Fourteen
years ago, after a street fight at the age of
19, he was convicted and sentenced to life
for murder, and he spent 11 years inside
before being released on parole. During
his time in prison, however, Gary became a
Christian and he now visits schools, youth
clubs and prisons and works in a voluntary
capacity with the police, doing everything
in his power to prevent others making the
same terrible mistakes he did.

Lampost litter reappears Crossing near miss

O

ne evening in January, Rosemary
Morris, Margaret Smith and
Elspeth Posnett were walking to
the Village Club. They waited at the zebra
crossing until two cars stopped to let them
cross. Margaret and Elspeth were slightly
ahead of Rosemary and crossed safely. As
Rosemary followed, a silver car overtook
the others and drove straight through the
crossing, missing Rosemary by a hair’s
breadth, and shot through the village.
Margaret and the driver of the first car
took down the number of the speeding car
and reported it to the police. In September,
Albert John Bergolles aged 66 from
Glasgow agreed to plead guilty. He was
fined £400 at the Sheriff Court in Stirling
and had five points put on his licence. He
got off rather lightly; Rosemary might not
have been so fortunate.

For a while the estate agents obeyed
Stirling Council’s ban on directional signs
but they have now started to appear again.
They are unsightly and the agents need to
be warned again by the council as it is an
illegal practice. If you see them, contact
the enforcement officer, Lynne Currie on
01786 442813 or email: curriel@stirling.
gov.uk

Macmillan fundraiser

Sheena Turner

S

heena and Tom Turner would like to
thank those who contributed to the
success of their fundraiser for this
event. The total raised was an amazing
£825, a magnificent sum made possible
by the generosity of those who attended or
gave donations. Thank you also to the local
businesses
without
whose support there
would not have been a
splendid raffle.
There were also
the behind-the-scenes
helpers
–
Mary
Marshall, Jane Early,
Jo Patrick and Freda
Hamilton – who spent
most of their day in the
kitchen and had made
goodies for eating on
the day or for visitors
to buy and take away
with them. A sincere
thank you to them.
Again thank you
for making this such a
success and we hope to
see you next year.

Scouts Hogmanay Party
31 Dec, 8 pm – 1 am, Scout Hall
Community Council
11 Jan, 7.30pm Primary School
Women’s Rural
21 Jan, 18 Feb, 18 Mar, 7.30 pm,
Edmonstone Hall
Senior Citizens Club
19 Jan, 2 Feb, 16 Feb, 2 Mar, 7.30 pm,
Edmonstone Hall
Heritage Society
20 Jan, 17 Feb, 10 Mar, 7.30 pm, Village
Club
Allotments Group
28 Jan, 25 Feb, 25 Mar, 8 pm, Village
Club
Gardening Club
29 Jan, 26 Feb, 26 Mar, 7.30 pm,
Kirkrooms
Carbon Neutral Group
17 Dec, 21 Jan, 18 Feb, 18 Mar, 8.00
pm, phone 771613 for venues
Winter Exhibition
Until 31 Jan, 11 am – 5 pm, Tue–Sun,
Smithy Gallery
Burns Supper
23 Jan, 6.45 pm for 7.30 pm,
Edmonstone Hall
Fitness League
Classes resume 5 Jan
School Fundraisers Valentine’s
Curry Night
12 Feb, see website for details
Cheese and Wine Playgroup
Reunion Evening
5 Mar , Village Club
School Fundraisers Quiz Night
19 Mar, see website for details
School Panto
27, 28, 29 January, Edmonstone Hall
Dancing Display
11 June, Mitchell Theatre, Glasgow
If you’d like to include the date of your
own event or club meeting, please get in
touch with the editor, Mike Fischbacher,
on 01360 770716 or at theblane@
strathblanefield.org.uk. The deadline
for the March issue is 20 February.

What’s on in the village
Information supplied to the
village website for the What’s On
section, or to the library for their
events diary, will automatically be
displayed in both.
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Campsies Regional Park
Eric Strachan

M

any readers will have noticed the reports
in The Herald recently supporting the
establishment of a new regional park for the
Campsie Fells. This is a splendid idea and deserves
all our support. The Herald quotes estimates from
VisitScotland for the local economic contribution
arising from visitors to Clyde Muirshiel Regional
Park in Renfrewshire of almost £500 million over
seven years. Many will be concerned about the
costs of setting up and running the park, but with
figures like those, the decision to proceed is bound
to be positive. Indeed a council that failed to have its
communities covered by the park would almost have
to pay them compensation for their losses. All the
shops and hotels in the villages concerned would be
enthusiastic about the increase in their trade.
The proposal to create a Campsies Regional
Park is not a new idea. In 1946 the Abercrombie “Where every prospect pleases, and only man is vile.”
Report (The Clyde Valley Regional Plan and Report)
recommended the Strathblane area, including much
subsequent inquiry the applicants argued that their development
of the Campsie Fells, be turned into a Regional Park. This was would mean only a very small reduction of the Green Belt on
because of its location and the variety of scenery it possesses. the very edge, at a part where it was fairly unimportant, and
Probably the best views of the Campsies are from Dumbrock Moor that it could not possibly lead to consequential infringements
and Old Mugdock Road and the A81 with the land in between, as elsewhere. The Reporter agreed with the objectors that the Green
well as from the land above Loch Ardinning. The Abercrombie Belt should not be set aside merely because of an individual
Report put forward this proposal not as a rival or alternative planning application, however small, and that the argument about
to the Loch Lomond and the Trossachs National Park but as a consequential breaches could not be ignored. The appeal was
complement to it, by helping to ease the pressure of visitors on dismissed.
the National Park. People who did not wish to travel so far as the
The fights in 1997 and 1998 by the people of this community
National Park could readily come to the Regional Park for their against Cala’s proposals to build houses in the Horses Field and
exercise and relaxation. Indeed the Mugdock Country Park is so in the field north of Deil’s Craig Dam, both in the Green Belt,
successful that it needs to be extended.
were memorable for the people here. Do these big victories for the
A study in 1970 of the proposed regional park at Strathblane villagers register with the developers or with the members of our
by Ian White of the Department of Planning at Glasgow School government in Stirling and Edinburgh? Were these challenges to
of Art concluded that the Regional Park at Strathblane was still planning applications no more than temporary aberrations to be
highly desirable.
tucked away in the bottom drawers at Viewforth and St Andrews
Both before and after this study, of course, the developers House and forgotten? Surely we need a Regional Park of the
had been busy, as seems to be in their nature. In the early 1960s Campsies in 2010 to protect our Green Belt as well as conserve
probably the largest development of all was proposed by Charles the landscape of fine hills and beautiful valleys.
Macarthur Ltd to build 2,500 houses on Dumbrock Moor. After
The 500 people who signed the petition protesting at the recent
strong pressure from the people in the area, in 1967 Stirling application to build one house and a barn on Dumbrock Moor
County Council refused planning permission. The applicant did demonstrated clearly that the community cares deeply about the
not go to appeal.
moor and its future. Do the members of our government in Stirling
In the early 1970s the second largest building proposal in the and Edinburgh realise that we care or was that petition just a
area was put forward by the Lawrence Building Co Ltd to build passing phase? Will they show that they noticed our care and do
on 122 acres (reduced at the opening of the Inquiry in 1976 to something about it, like getting on now with the Regional Park of
47 acres) at Broadgate Farm on the road to Lennoxtown. At the the Campsie Fells?

Ballindalloch windfarm unanimously rejected
Rosemary Morris

A

t a public hearing on 12 November, Stirling Council’s
Planning Panel unanimously refused npower’s application
to build nine wind turbines at Ballindalloch Muir near
Balfron.
Representatives from npower renewables claimed that the
development would help to meet renewable energy targets, create
more jobs and would be visually inoffensive in an area of no
special landscape designations. The council had received 115
letters of support. On being questioned the developers admitted
that on completion of the project only two permanent jobs would
be created.
However, 428 letters of objection had been sent to Stirling
Council urging refusal. Council planners had also recommended
refusal on grounds of landscape impact and the ‘potential for
significant long-term detrimental impact on the amenity of
people living nearby’. Nine community councils opposed the
proposal, one approved, one made no comment and all three local
councillors, Alistair Berrill, Graham Lambie and Colin O’Brien,
were strongly against the development. It was also opposed by the
local MP and MSP.
Liz Arthur from Endrick Valley Action Group (EVAG)
summarised three areas of special concern.
The turbines would be 125 metres high (410 feet) twice the
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height of the Wallace Monument. They would dominate the
landscape, overwhelming the views of the National Park and the
Highland Boundary Fault, and would significantly impinge on the
local tourist industry and businesses dependent on tourism.
No hydrological analysis had been done on the impact on
the Endrick Water which drains into Loch Lomond and there
are concerns for the possible ecological damage to the loch.
Ballindalloch Muir is home to many bird species. A recent
scientific study published in September found that the birds were
displaced by turbines and breeding densities reduced by up to
53%.
The turbines would be less than 2 km from Balfron. It is
impossible to block the noise and vibration from the turbines.
There would be concern for the possible detrimental effect on the
hearing of the children in Balfron’s schools.
A representative from the Loch Lomond & Trossachs National
Park also opposed the proposal on the grounds of the visual
impact. The turbines would be seen through a 360° radius from
the Trossachs to Conic Hill and Earl’s Seat and would severely
compromise the scenic areas of the National Park and the proposed
Campsies Regional Park.
After questioning both the applicant and objectors, the panel
refused the application. Following the decision one panel member
remarked that ‘personally, I am very pro-wind’ but in this case ‘I
cont’d page 7 col.2

CDT: where we The Sweeping O’ Jenny’s Lum
are now
by Tom Rennie
Patsy Fischbacher

W

e are a limited company with
charitable status and our overall
aim is to assist in improving the
quality of life for those who live and work
in the community and also for visitors to
the area. Our main function is to provide
support and advice to local organisations
and working groups, as well as providing
a channel for obtaining funds. Working
groups vary but they are all independent
and require the formal support of the Board
in order to carry out projects or activities in
the name of the Trust. A director is assigned
to each group and the groups report to the
Trust board on a regular basis.
To date we have supported and raised
funds for the following projects:
• a stone bus shelter by the junction of the
A81 and Kirkburn Rd;
• an energy debate and energy fair;
• a free energy audit and advice service
to every household in the community,
including a thermal image of each
property;
• the purchase of publishing software to
allow two volunteers to learn how to
produce the village newsletter to ensure
continuity of production;
• supporting the school in the running of
a community summer fair;
• working with the community council
and Stirling Council to carry out a
village survey to ascertain the views of
the community.
We are currently managing the survey and
working with Greenheart to redevelop the
play park (see article page 24).

Village survey

S

urvey consultants Lowland Marketing
have so far held four focus group
discussions with people involved in
community organisations, and distributed a
questionnaire to all the households in the
community council area. Many thanks to
those who attended the focus groups and
to the 290 people who completed their
questionnaires and sent them in. 102 people
stated that they would like to participate in
further discussion groups to discuss the
issues raised in more detail.
The next stage is to hold a vision
workshop involving guided imagery which
allows participants to imagine themselves
in an ‘ideal’ community through which they
are taken on a guided tour. They are asked
to see in their mind’s eye (and to smell,
touch and hear) what such a community
is like. From this experience, their ideas
about the content of that community are
developed and categorised, and actions to
achieve them are developed.
There will also be further focus groups
to discuss the findings of the consultation
exercise and to clarify aspects of the
research that may be conflicting. These
views will be fed back into the final report.
Once all the findings have been
analysed, the results will be published in
The Blane.

As we approach another year
We thought ’twad be a guid idea
If we could find someone frae here
Tae sweep oot Jenny’s Lum.

On Jock McPherson we did call
Seeing he was nice and tall
But he was feart that he wid fall
When sweeping Jenny’s Lum.

Tae find a man tae get it done,
We went aroon’ them one by one,
But couldna get a mither’s son
Wha’d sweep oot Jenny’s Lum.

McAskill telt us o’er a beer
We’d hae tae wait anither year
For he jist didny hae the gear
Tae sweep oot Jenny’s Lum.

Bob Benson does wi’ Wallace toil.
It fairly made his Scotch blood boil,
When he was asked his shirt tae soil,
A-sweepin’ Jenny’s Lum.

Kilpatrick is oor brightest spark
So we just thought we’d hae a lark
And get him up when it was dark
Tae sweep oot Jenny’s Lum.

Mundy sweeps the gutters clean
A’ the way tae Aberdeen
But said that he wid ne’er be seen,
A-sweepin’ Jenny’s Lum.

Next we asked the Reverend gent
If he would make the steep ascent
We thought that he was heaven sent
Tae sweep oot Jenny’s Lum.

Then we went to Arthur Muir
But he was kind o’ thrane and dour,
And blankly refused to remove the stoor,
Frae oot o’ Jenny’s Lum.

When we had been aroon’ them a’
We couldna find a man at a’
Wha’d venture thro’ the ice and snaw
Tae sweep oot Jenny’s Lum.

So then we went tae Mclntyre,
And here the fat was in the fire.
He said that he had nae desire
Tae sweep oot Jenny’s Lum.

So now there stands before yer een
The proudest trio ever seen
For whaur dae ye think we hae been
But sweepin’ Jenny’s Lum.

Murray O’Donnell tells us that this poem was composed by Tom Rennie in the 1950s.
Referred to in the poem is Bob Benson, who at that time worked for Willie Wallace’s
father. Mundy was the affectionate name given to the local roadman. And we all
knew Arthur Muir. Mclntyre was the local joiner, based where Whatnots now is; Jock
McPherson was a local builder; and McAskill was Jack, a bricklayer with Muir Brothers.
The Kilpatrick named was Tommy Kirkpatrick, local electrician. The trio referred to
would possibly be Tom Rennie, Archie Campbell and Colin Thompson who were great
friends. Sadly all of the above are no longer with us.

Ballindalloch
cont’d from previous page
believe that the visual and environmental
impact of the development make the project
unacceptable’.
Npower can appeal against the decision
to the Scottish Government within three
months.
A spokesman for EVAG stated that
npower’s proposals contravene not only
Stirling Council’s planning guidelines
but also the Scottish Government’s
planning guideline. They should accept the
democratic decision of the local authority
that Ballindalloch Muir is not the right
place for a windfarm.

Catherine Smith & Co
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

It’s TAX RETURN time again.
Don’t leave it to the last minute!
Also:
Bookkeeping
Small Business Tax & Accounts
VAT / Payroll
Ad-hoc Advice
Catherine Smith ACA, CTA
( 01360 770 989
catherine@catherine-smith.co.uk

Visit the Community Website @

www.strathblanefield.org.uk
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Tennis Club: winter-hardy types
Graeme Ross

W

inter – it must be
time for a game
of tennis! You
really will find us there
come hail, rain or shine (or
snow, or sleet, or wind).
Being out in the country as
we are and not subject to the overbearing
officialdom that insists that conditions
must be perfect (and risk assessed) before
anyone could possibly venture out to play
tennis on a winter’s day, we will be playing
right throughout the year. Admittedly it can
get a bit parky on a frosty evening and the
snow can be mighty inconvenient, but with
the right spirit, the show usually goes on.
I am delighted to be part of such a club. It
seems far too easy just to cancel all outdoor

Claire Lanigan

A

big hello to all from SOSC! We are
an Out of School Care Club that has
operated in the village for the past
five years. We look after local children
during term-time and enjoy having children
at the club from the surrounding villages
during the holiday periods. This has proved
to be a great way for our children to interact
with other kids of all ages, and forge
friendships with those they will later attend
high school with.
At the request of Strathblane Primary
School we introduced our Breakfast Club
around a year ago. This venture has proved
highly successful with its earlier opening
time of 7.45 am, allowing parents the
chance of a more comfortable journey to

activity for about half the year, stay inside,
watch telly and eat chocolate. Actually, I
do like doing that as well, but only after
a bit of hearty exercise and a natter with
some like-minded souls. I hope that Santa
is good to you all and if he has half a brain,
he will bring you a new tennis racket and
then you can come along and join us.
Our autumn coaching was another
great success. We are now having to run
six classes and this is a very encouraging
sign. The next block will run from Easter
through to the end of
June. We cater for all
ages from Primary 1
through to adults.
To contact the club,
phone me on 771571.
Wishing you all a
very Merry Christmas.
work. Our breakfast menu of hot chocolate,
waffles and pancakes is always popular and
the children enjoy the opportunity to play
and socialise before the school day begins!
We have a wide range of activities on
offer both during term-time and school
holidays which cater for all age ranges and
tastes. From outings and baking to crafts
and games: we are a child-led club and
promote the importance of play.
So why not come along and see what we
do? We are always delighted to welcome
new visitors. Visit us at the Strathblane
Scout Hall, phone/email or come and chat
to us in the playground.
Breakfast Club: 7.45 am – 9 am
After School: 3.15 pm – 6 pm
Holiday Club: 8 am – 6 pm
Tel. 01360 770771 or
07914 919 625
email: soscltd@yahoo.co.uk

Strathblane Bowling Club
Closed season but still open
Susan MacDonald

S

8

trathblane Bowling Club ended the
season on 3 October with a very
enjoyable game between the ladies
and the gents. This was followed by a
lovely meal. The Gents’ President, Alistair
Campbell and the Ladies’ President, Linda
Dunnigan thanked all the members who
had helped with the running of the club,
particularly the Green and Surrounds Team
headed by Alan McLean.
In August, the club hosted the trials for
the Scottish Ladies Bowling Association
finals which take place at Northfield in Ayr
next July. We received many compliments
from the participants on the good condition
of our green and the attractiveness of the
surrounds and situation of the club. For a
small country club this is high praise and a
testimony to all involved. We would dearly
like to share our club with more local
people in order to keep this great facility
going for future generations. Two years
ago our club celebrated its centenary, and it
would be good to feel it would continue to
flourish for another hundred years. We hold

several different games and competitions
throughout the year, open to all levels of
ability, and at the start of the season –
generally mid-April – coaching lessons
are available to all newcomers. These are
held on a Monday night for adults and a
Saturday morning for juniors.
On 17 October the club held a
Presentation Evening when all the trophies
were awarded to the competition winners
and runners-up. After the presentation
everyone enjoyed a fish or chicken supper
followed by an excellent evening of
entertainment provided by three sets of
duos giving us a variety of music and songs.
If playing bowls does not appeal to you,
we now admit non-playing members for a
small fee and subject to approval. We have
various social events and entertainment
throughout the year and in the closed
season a games afternoon on alternate
Wednesdays. The bar is open on Thursdays
and Fridays with a bingo session and quiz
night on alternate Fridays. If you think you
would like to come and join this friendly
club or to get more information please phone
our club secretary John McCaig on 312022.

Fitness League
Lesley Kirk

I

t seems no time at all since I was writing
an article for the autumn edition of The
Blane and here I am again putting pen
to paper to keep you updated with the news
from the Strathblane Centre of the Fitness
League.
As a result of the last issue of The Blane
there are four new members in the class.
There is still plenty of space in the class so
feel free to come along any Tuesday night
to the assembly hall in the school at 7.30
pm and try out your first class for free.
This season we have been concentrating
on posture, paying particular attention to
the waist. So next time you see a lady in
the shop reaching the bottom shelf with the
greatest of ease, or stretching round to get
that last box of chocolates that they have
just passed and changed their mind and
decided to buy, they may be a member of
the class.
As well as posture we have also been
mobilising and strengthening the spine.
We usually do this lying face down on the
floor, but if this is not for you don’t worry,
it can be done standing using a chair for
support. This is probably the only exercise
in class when we don’t get to laugh, as the
members are so busy paying attention and
listening to what they should be doing. It is
amazing, and not peculiar to Strathblane,
but when members lie on the floor all the
brains shut down. Or maybe it’s just an
automatic reaction. In fairness it is usually
after eight when we get to this part of the
class, and after a busy day members just
want to go to sleep. With me constantly
giving instructions there is no fear of that
happening.
In closing, may I take this opportunity
on behalf of the class members to wish all
readers and supporters of The Blane a very
merry Christmas and all the very best for
2010. Classes will resume on Tuesday 5
January and we look forward to seeing you
there.

Extra copies of the
Blane are available
for £1.30 each
in the library
We welcome comments on
anything that appears in the
newsletter. Please write to
the editor, Mike Fischbacher
at:
4, Southview Road
Strathblane G63 9JQ
or email:
theblane@strathblanefield.org.uk
( 01360 770716
v

v

v

v

v

To contact Stirling Council,
phone 0845 277 7000
Email: info@stirling.gov.uk

Strathendrick Pipe Band
John Muir

T

David Brown at the Remembrance Day parade

he band held their AGM in
October, and the present
committee were re-elected
with two additional members:
Archie Roy as Vice-Chairman and
Tom Elliot as Secretary.
To mark the end of the
competition season, the band
members and their families enjoyed
a Party Night when young and old
mixed together and danced to the
music provided by Ian Kidd and
the Ceilidh Club Dance Band. This
was a huge success and thoroughly
enjoyed by all.
Due to the increase in numbers

It’s been all go at the Fun Hut
Kate Baxter

T

he Fun Hut has had
a busy few months,
during which the
children and the parents/
carers have had lots to keep
them amused. We have also
been delighted to welcome
some more new faces.
In addition to their normal routine of free
play, snacks, activities and song-time, the
children have been busy with lots of special
events. In October they had fun fundraising
and learning on their sponsored ‘Autumn
Toddle’. Thanks to all those generous
friends and relatives for sponsoring our
little ones! The Halloween party was also a
great success, with traditional games such
as ducking for apples and of course some
fantastic costumes.
Our photo day in November was the
best yet, with many past and present

members coming along to get
their photographs taken in
time for Christmas. After
having a photo taken
everyone was welcomed
in for coffee and a quite
splendid array of home
baking, quickly restoring
our pristine children to their
usual messy state.
The adults have also had a packed
schedule of socialising and fundraising this
term. In September, a fantastic time was
had by all when we bombarded the usual
Thursday night quiz at the Blane Valley.
Over £300 was raised and the winning
team walked away with a delicious bottle
of fizz each. A big thanks to Stuart and all
the quiz-night regulars for their hospitality
– hopefully we can repeat the occasion
next year?
Another great evening occurred in
October at the ‘Jamie at Home’ party,

of pipers and drummers, as the village
witnessed at the Armistice Day Parade, the
need for further investment in uniforms,
drums and instrument maintenance is very
much in the fore. A Ceilidh was held at
the beginning of December to help with
funds and a Piping Evening is to be held in
March. Please watch out for details nearer
the time.
It is the band’s intention to compete at
more pipe band competitions next season,
together with playing at local engagements.
Practice nights continue on Monday
and Thursday evenings in the Edmonstone
Hall. Young beginners will be made very
welcome and will receive tuition from our
experienced piping and drumming tutors.

where we had the chance to do some early
Christmas shopping and enjoy a bottle of
wine or two and a chat. By the time of
publishing we will also have enjoyed the
annual race night on 21 November, held
jointly with Blanefield F.C. Finally, the
Mums’ night out in December will be a
well-deserved chance to let our hair down
after a fun-filled day for all the family at
our Christmas Fayre in the Village Club on
Saturday 5 December.
In order to better accommodate the
extended hours at the school nursery,
the Fun Hut now runs from 9.30 until
11.30, every Monday, Wednesday and
Friday in the Kirkrooms. All babies,
toddlers and pre-school children and
their parents or carers are welcome to
either drop in or, for more information,
phone Kate (771149) or Katie (771125).

Letter from America
Eleanor Friel

O

ne of the benefits of living in a US
frontier town is having access to
Canada. I am very lucky to have
two sisters and their families living within
a couple of hours’ travelling distance
of us. Recently, Eddie was a speaker at
a conference in Guelph, Ontario and as
my sister Isobel and her husband Joe live
nearby in Cambridge, I stayed with them
for a couple of days. We enjoyed sampling
the local tourist attractions.
Over the many years I have travelled
to Canada to visit my sisters I have got to
know the local places of interest in their
communities. One of my favourites is
the St. Jacob’s Farmers Market which is
located north of Kitchener and Waterloo.
This is the Mennonite area and local
farmers bring their produce to market by
horse and buggy. Mennonites first came to
this area in 1786 from Pennsylvania and are
peaceful Anabaptists. The market operates
on Thursdays and Saturdays all the year
round and is also open on Tuesdays in the
summer months. There can be up to 600
vendors at the height of the summer selling

their crafts, baking, meats, cheeses and
maple syrup. On this recent visit I was
amazed at the quantity and quality of the
fruit and vegetables. The stands were
laid out with such precision you felt that
if you lifted a couple of tomatoes you
would be spoiling a colourful tableau.
Our first call on arrival has always
been the apple fritter stand. Oh! Just
the thought of them is enough to set the
taste buds jingling! They peel and core
the apples while you wait and then dip
the apple rings in a wondrous batter.
When cooked the fritter is then coated
in cinnamon sugar. They just melt in
the mouth! (I am aware that a lot of Eleanor with a design from the Mennonite quilts
my postings from the colonies contain
frequent mentions of food. But then – is excursion we went into the lovely city of
that a problem? ).
Toronto. Prior to a theatre trip we traversed
The Mennonites have a great tradition the city underground by a series of
of quilting here and the quilts on sale are interconnected pathways. What a fantastic
breathtaking with beautiful colours and idea for a city that deals with an extremely
traditional patterns. I have read wonderful cold winter. The wind can fairly cut up
stories of women gathering together for a through the concrete canyons in February!
quilting ‘B’ and weaving in tales of family Meanwhile the residents can shop in warm
history and celebrations. These are handed underground shopping malls with the
down through generations.
wondrous smell of coffee and cinnamon
On the second day of my Canadian buns wafting through. (There I go again.)
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Bygone days
Jane McCallum

I

f you have been anywhere near the
Scout Hall on a Tuesday night you may
already have guessed that once again
Brownies is full to bursting! There are
currently 27 Brownies, with many more on
the waiting list. Fortunately, this term Ruth
and Hazel continue to help on a weekly
basis and we also have the help of Sigrid,
a former Girl Scout from Holland! With so
many Brownies it is essential that we have
enough adult helpers and leaders to ensure
the girls continue to get the best from their
Brownie adventure.
Hazel and Ruth led the girls in achieving
their Agility badge, part of which involved
the girls choreographing a dance routine.
This was definitely the favourite part of
the badge! As 2009–2010 is Girlguiding’s
centenary, we have also been focusing
on the Brownie traditions badge. This is
bringing back memories for all the former
Brownies among the leaders as we tie reef
knots, tie string around a parcel and learn
how to draw (correctly of course!) the
union flag. We’ve also enjoyed learning
some new games – Sigrid has taught us
some Dutch games and has also picked up
one or two games from Scotland to take
back to Holland.
The Brownies took part in the
Remembrance Day service and we were
delighted to see so many Brownies in
church being part of this special day.
This session is rapidly coming to an
end – at the time of writing we only have
four Brownie nights left before we stop for
Christmas! We have a Promise celebration
planned to welcome the newest Brownies,
two evenings of Christmas crafts, and a
night out at the panto at Mugdock as our
end-of-session treat!
We would like to thank the Friends of
Guiding who organised another successful
Autumn Fair, which raised a considerable
amount for our funds. The money raised
usually pays the annual rent, with any left
over being available to Rainbows, Brownies
and Guides if required. Thanks to Marian,
Kim, Nicky, Yvonne, Eleanor and Tanya.

Your Guiding
memories
As mentioned in the last issue of the
Blane, 2009–2010 is Girlguiding’s
centenary. We are reliably informed
that next year is the 100-year
anniversary of Guiding in Strathblane!
We would be delighted to hear your
stories and experiences of Guiding
in the village. If you have any stories,
photos or memorabilia you would
like to share please contact Jane
(771281), Claire (771816) or Morag
Roy (770863).
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Can you match up the names with the Girl
Guides in this photo?
Mattie Michie sent us this photo which was taken on a hike to the Whangie. It was
taken approx 65 years ago. Well may you ask, ‘Where have all the years gone?’
(See her article below.)
The names are: (back row) Captain Margaret Wyllie: Janette Houston, Rena
Cochrane, Jean Robertson, May Haggart, Beatrice Swan; (middle) Winnie
Holmes, Marion McCallum, Maureen Wilson, Dolly Donaldson, Margo Young,
Emily Melrose, Bethia Findlay; (front) Isobelle Stirling, Zena Sharpe, Mattie
Smith, Frankie Donaldson, Margaret Gallacher, Barbara Skene and Avril Brown.

Mattie Michie

I

wonder how often you have said to
yourself, ‘Where have all the years
gone?’
Looking back over many years let me
recall some of my memories of when I lived
in Blanefield. We lived in my Granny’s
house in Sunnyside, which she had from
the time of the First World War. During the
40s, we, as children, would be content to
guddle in the burn for baggies, play kickthe-can, rounders, statues, peever, marbles,
swap scraps and enjoy many more games.
For several years in the summer months,
George Milligan from Ballewan Crescent
built a dookie at the foot of the Campsies,
in Jenny’s Burn, for us to splash around
in. This we did enjoy. After attending
Sunday school and church, our Sunday
afternoons would be spent walking along
the Gowk Stane road to Carbeth, visiting
the Graveyard, or going up Campsie Dene
to the Ha’ Glen.
During the winter months, we looked
forward to the Band of Hope meetings, held
every second Tuesday in the Edmonstone
Hall. This meeting was made possible by

the generosity of Betty Scott. The Scott
family played a major role in the spiritual
well-being of the village children.
Can anyone remember Old Jimmy
Mann? He lived down the Station Road, in
Burnside Row. Every school day you would
find him on duty at the crossing to the old
school, morning, lunchtime and home time,
making sure that each child had a safe
crossing. If you stepped out of line, you
would get a wee tap on your bottom with
his walking stick. This kindly, old gent did
this as a labour of love.
I’m sure some of you will get a wee
laugh when you look back to the beginning
of school meals at Blanefield. These were
served by Granny Love, who was janitor,
cleaner and dinner lady. At that time,
there were no dining room facilities such
as a kitchen etc. The meals were brought
in; too bad if you didn’t sup all your soup,
because the mince and tatties were served
in the same bowl. Other days it was sago
or rice. No one complained. What would
the powers that be have to say about that
today? Nae health and hygiene certificates
in those days and no one was any the worse
for it (after all, there was a war on).

Scouts Hogmanay family party

Val MacCorquodale, Fundraising
Committee

J

ust a reminder to all those lovely people
who every year support the events held
by the Scout Fundraising Committee.
By the time you have received this
edition of The Blane, the Christmas Disco
will have taken place and I would like to
thank everyone who contributed to this
event.

Our ever-successful Hogmanay Family
Party will again be held on 31 December
in the Scout Hall, 8 pm until 1 am – a
great night to be amongst family and
friends. Entertainment for kids, music with
dj.Stevie, raffle, champagne, plus a nip of
whisky at the Bells. Ticket price has still to
be confirmed. Don’t miss it – and B.Y.O.B.
You can book tickets from me,
valmcqd@yahoo.co.uk, or the local shops,
library and chemist. See you all there!

Auchen: a great
day out!
Robin Hoyle

A

cold crisp day in October saw the Cubs
make their annual trip to Auchengillan
Outdoor Centre to take part in an actionpacked day of activities. Located just north of
the village, the centre provides a superb space
for the Cubs to try out new activities such as
kayaking, archery, crate climbing and water
walking.
The day kicked off with kayaking. For many
this was their first time on the water but under
the skilful direction of the centre’s instructors
the Cubs where soon shooting about the lochan
and, despite the cold, capsizing and getting Cubs at Auchengillan
soaked to the skin.
Next up it was a chance for the Cubs to
mid air from the safety line. And a couple of trial runs the Cubs
become a human hamster in a brand new activity called water where reaching up to 14 crates!
walking. This entailed being launched out onto the swimming
Throughout the day the Cubs had the chance to try grass
pool inside a giant transparent inflatable plastic ball. They then sledging (how fast can you go before applying the brakes), archery
spend the next ten minutes trying to run like a hamster, falling (how far can you shoot an arrow into the undergrowth) and team
over a lot and killing themselves laughing.
building (how do you move an unstable, super-toxic bomb using a
After lunch they had the chance to try crate climbing, where the piece of string).
Cubs try to build a tower of crates: a test of balance, concentration
The day was finished off with a sausage sizzle and marshmallow
and nerve. The aim of the day was to build the tower as high as burning. Thanks to all the Cubs for tackling all the activities with
possible before it collapsed beneath, leaving them suspended in such enthusiasm, and the parents for helping out.

Back to the 80s

Blane Valley Playgroup fundraising reunion

Jude Gregor

R

ecognise any of the children in this photo? Remember the
days of trundling along to the Edmonstone Hall, complete
with buggy, favourite toy, wellies, indoor shoes, hats,
scarves, whatever had to be taken to show ‘Mrs Howl’ (aka
Margaret Howell!) on that particular day? Although we’ve all
moved on, pre-school children now go to nursery, and some of
these children are parents themselves, the happy memories are
still there.
Many of us had a child who ‘overlapped’ with one of the
Eastcroft children at playgroup – Helen, Andrew or Gordon. In
addition of course Lynda is well known to parents in the village
for her dancing classes, as is George for his longstanding devotion
to the Scouts.
Sadly Andrew Eastcroft suffered a freak accident just over
a year ago which has left him paralysed from the waist down.
‘Eastie’ has coped with his new, life-changing circumstances
with a determined and incredibly positive attitude, courage and
strength – helped along by his great sense of humour – which
are worthy of an Olympic medal. However, unfortunately life has
also become increasingly expensive; funds are constantly needed
both for everyday living and for equipment to help him keep as
fit as possible.

A n d r e w
Eastcroft with
his playgroup
class in 1983.
Andrew
is
second from
the left in the
back row.

As a result, we’re holding a Cheese and Wine Reunion
Evening on Friday, 5 March 2010 in the Village Club. Tickets
will be £10, with all money raised going to Andrew. The target
for the evening is £1,000, and there will be a raffle and other
fund-raising activities. So, Ladies of a Certain Age – dust off
your shoulder pads, get back into those leggings (amazing how
fashions come round again), find your leg-warmers, re-Afro your
hair and come along for a great get-together.
Of course this is not only for the aforementioned ‘wrinklies’
or people whose children went to the playgroup – everyone is
welcome as I’m sure the whole village is keen to help and support
Andrew and his family.
Tickets will be on sale in the New Year from the usual venues
– library, chemist, Browns – and also from myself, 16 Kirkburn
Road (opposite the school) and Pat Orr, 52 Glasgow Road (next
door to the Blane Valley).
Raffle prizes will be extremely welcome: either bring them
on the night or drop them into Pat or me. Likewise, if you have
any photos or playgroup memorabilia that would be much
appreciated.
One final plea: if you are still in touch with families who’ve
moved away – Eileen Underhill, Carolyn Carnegie, Marilyn
Syme, Sandra Allan are just a few names who spring to mind –
please contact them and see if they’d like to come along.
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Mo-vember

Going forward, Movember will
continue to work towards helping to change
established habits and attitudes and make
men aware of the risks they face, thereby
increasing early detection, diagnosis and
effective treatment.

Jude Gregor

A

nyone who has been in the Blane
Valley or watched Scotland play
rugby in the past month will have
been amazed to see many young guys
and players sporting a varied assortment
of facial hair. This is all in honour
of Movember, an annual November
celebration of the moustache, highlighting
men’s health issues. Started in Australia in
2003 by just 30 sportsmen, Movember has
continued to grow each year, and last year
more than 173,000 took part worldwide
raising more than £14 million for men’s
health charities.
Inspired by a friend dressed as a
Mexican at Halloween, and prompted by
media articles about John Hartson, Victoria
McIntyre, a physiotherapy student from
Ballewan Crescent, has persuaded regulars
of the Blane Valley to ‘grow their mos’ in
aid of testicular cancer. So far she’s raised
several hundred pounds, the result of her
persuasive powers.
Scotland’s rugby players are also
backing the Movember campaign, and
on November 14 The Movember Ball
took place in Glasgow. Organised by
Glasgow Warriors’ Colin Gregor (from
Kirkburn Road) and Mike Adamson,

Alan Morris

M

Colin Gregor (above) as you have never
seen him before – is the young lady
admiring the brush or the man?
Right: Alan Morris sporting a tache. (It is
time they came back into fashion – Ed)
over 100 moustachioed rugby players –
and many former pupils of Balfron High
School – raised over £6,000 for the Craig
Hodgkinson Trust, which was set up after
Craig’s tragic and sudden death on a rugby
pitch in November 2006 to provide lifesaving defibrillators for all sports venues
– clubs, schools etc.

T

Cartoonist wanted

he British Horse Society Scotland would love to find a good cartoonist who could
draw a poster that depicts a horse (perhaps wearing a pinny) picking up its own
dung. The caption is to be something like, ‘If he could clean up after himself he
would but he can’t. So please dismount and kick his dung to the side on this busy multiuse path that is used by wheeled users including prams, cyclists and wheel chairs.’
All entries should be sent to The Blane, who will forward them to the BHS.

Butterflies at Loch Ardinning

A

David Shenton, Loch Ardinning Wildlife Reserve Management Group

t least fifteen kinds of butterfly have
been seen at the Scottish Wildlife
Trust’s Loch Ardinning Wildlife
Reserve.
These vary in size from the Green
Hairstreak, whose wings when closed are
barely bigger than a thumbnail, to the large
and showy Red Admiral and Painted Lady
butterflies.
Butterflies have different food
requirements at different stages of their
lives.
The caterpillars feed on plants, as
anyone trying to grow cabbages will find
out if they acquire caterpillars of the
Large White or Small White butterflies
(both of these are commonly referred to as
‘Cabbage Whites’), where large chunks can
be chomped out of the leaves. They are also
especially partial to nasturtium leaves.
Adult butterflies, on the other hand,
feed off nectar, tree sap or fallen ripe fruit,
which gives quick-release energy for flying.
Different butterflies have their own
particular preferences for food plants,
especially as caterpillars, and this is
important when considering conservation
of butterflies.
It is essential to have suitable food-
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plants for both the caterpillars and adults.
Most of the butterflies in Scotland lay
their eggs on their larval food-plant, in
spring , the caterpillars hatch from the eggs
and feed away until the autumn when they
go down into the vegetation and spend the
winter as a caterpillar. They are aroused
in spring and, maybe after some feeding,
attach themselves to a suitable location,
and spin a cocoon or ‘chrysalis’ in which
the caterpillar is transformed into an adult
butterfly. After mating the female lays
its eggs on the relevant food-plant. Some
species may complete the cycle within the
summer so that a second brood may be
produced.
There are a few notable exceptions. The
Meadow Brown and Ringlet butterflies
spend the winter as a chrysalis. Small
Tortoiseshells, Peacock butterflies and
some Red Admirals spend the winter as
adults, hibernating in sheltered places such
as sheds, outhouses or holes in trees.
Butterfly specialities of Ardinning
Two specialities of Loch Ardinning
Wildlife Reserve are the Green Hairstreak
and the Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary.
They are quite local in their distribution

y
friend
Vi c t o r i a
told
me
she watched Soccer
am that morning,
and that many of
the
professional
footballers were to
grow
moustaches
during the month of
November, to raise awareness of cancer
that affects men, most notably prostate
cancer.
The night of Halloween me and my
friends thought we would give it a go to
raise awareness and some cash for the
charity. We decided to each donate £20 if
we grew a moustache and £50 if we wimped
out and succumbed to peer pressure!
This charity is very close to my heart
as my dad Ricky died from prostate
cancer in August of last year. Having been
through this and seeing others go through
what I can only describe as an emotional
rollercoaster, I thought the least we could
do would be to raise money for one of the
most common cancers amongst men.
There were those who found the
constant slagging and ‘itchy tash’
unbearable, and others who welcomed the
moustache into their day-to-day life. To all
of you I say well done for contributing to
a worthwhile cause and look forward in
anticipation to next Movember.
so particular attention is being given
in managing habitat on the reserve to
ensure that the food plants for both these
species are present in sufficient quantities
to maintain viable populations of the
butterflies.
The main food-plant for the caterpillar
of the Green Hairstreak in Scotland is
the blaeberry and with keen eyes the
butterfly can be seen on areas of heather
and blaeberry throughout the reserve. It
has contracted its range nationally however
and merits special conservation measures
to maximise the population at Loch
Ardinning. To this end Scottish Wildlife
Trust volunteers have been clearing bracken
from a bank by the nature trail north of
the loch to allow blaeberry underneath to
thrive.
Reduction in the number of sheep
grazing at Loch Ardinning has allowed
more blaeberry to grow on the muir and
grassland east of the loch.
The Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary
caterpillars feed on the leaves of violets,
especially marsh violets. Scottish Wildlife
Trust volunteers have been mapping the
marsh violets and counting adult butterflies to
try and determine the best way of managing
the habitat. The adult butterflies regularly
take nectar from marsh thistle flowers which
are common throughout the reserve.
cont’d top of next page

Colourful kinds

Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary on ragged
robin flowers

Ringlet butterfly on marsh ragwort
(photos, David Shenton)

cont’d from previous page

and over-winter as the caterpillar deep in
the herbage.
The first of the ‘white’ butterflies to
appear in spring are the Orange-tip and
the Green-veined White. Both of these lay
their eggs on plants of the cress family,
especially lady’s smock and garlic mustard
which grow near the Loch Ardinning dam.
They spend the winter as a chrysalis, hence
the adults taking flight earlier than most
other butterflies.

There are a number of brown
butterflies, namely the Small Heath (the
smallest), Meadow Brown and Ringlet,
which can be confusing if you do not get a
good view. The chocolate-brown-coloured
Ringlet did not occur in the Blane valley
until relatively recently and is now quite
common in grassland where there is not
excessive grazing. The caterpillars of most
brown butterflies feed on various grasses

A couple of colourful small butterflies are
the Common Blue and the Small Copper.
The Common Blue caterpillars feed on
birds-foot trefoil whilst the Small Copper
caterpillars feed mainly on sorrel. Both
butterflies are most commonly seen near the
nature trail north-east of the loch.
Finally there are the larger more
spectacularly colourful butterflies with
appropriate names which most people get in
their garden at some time, namely the Red
Admiral, Small Tortoiseshell, Peacock and
Painted Lady. In the meadow by the A81
south-west of the loch are a number of plants
of hemp agrimony and these attract these
larger butterflies in late summer. Another
popular plant for adult butterflies in the late
summer is the devils-bit scabious which
grows by the nature trail north of the loch.
If you would like to know more about
Loch Ardinning Wildlife Reserve or about
the work of the Scottish Wildlife Trust and
opportunities for volunteering please contact
David Shenton on 0141 776 5506.
Details of local activities and events
can be viewed on the SWT Clyde Members
Centre website at www.clydeswt.org.

Dancing plans
Lynda Eastcroft

D

uring the week running up to Halloween, we had a fundraising
event in aid of Spinal Injuries Scotland. The children were asked
to make a small donation to the charity and were then allowed to
wear ‘costume’ instead of their normal leotard and leggings. We managed
to raise £97 which will be greatly appreciated by Spinal Injuries Scotland.
It is a small charity and is very grateful to anyone who makes an effort on
their behalf. Well done!
Apart from this, we are busy preparing for the next session of dancing
exams. These will be held at the end of January for all age groups.
Once these are over, we shall all heave a sigh of relief and then start
preparing for the highlight of our year – the annual dancing display. This
will be held on Friday 11 June 2010 in Glasgow’s Mitchell Theatre. Mark
up your diaries!

Don’t be
camera shy!

B

rian and Tricia had a great
day on Martin Shields’
photographic
workshop
at
Mugdock Country Park. Brian
produced the photo of the ducks
and the ‘something’ on the left!
Perhaps a course on horticulture
could follow!

Standing (left to right): Anya O’Neill, Cara
Owens, Jenny Byles, Rachael Sinclair, Eilidh
Jones.
Kneeling: Rozlyn Byles, Eilidh
Maclean, Lisa Wardle, Rebecca Pugh, Emily
Macrae, Nuala Hoyle, Kathryn Forrest

Tricia took this picture of a rose
- no problem of identification on
this one.
The quality of all these
pictures should entice you to go
on one of Martin’s workshops. It
would also make an original gift.
For details see Martin’s advert on
page 26.
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Fairtrade in fashion
Anne Scott

T

his school fundraiser was held in the primary school on 23
October to a sell-out audience. Each class was involved,
helping to make it a successful evening which raised £800.
The generous donations by sponsors kept costs to a minimum.
These included Alasdair Campbell, Tom Robinson, John Watson
and the Co-op. Thanks also to the experts who gave up their time
to ensure the outcome was professional – Ross Campbell, music;
Dawn Murray and parent volunteers, hair and make-up; Wendy
Hamilton, eyecatching posters; Peter Wilkes, lighting; Johanna
Hall and Mark Shields, a brilliant DVD. Not forgetting Lynne
James for taking the audience through a fairtrade experience, and
speaking for just long enough to allow models to rush backstage
and struggle with a quick change. Last but by no means least the
amateur models – if any find themselves out of work
a career in modelling awaits them!
The talent and enthusiasm displayed by all pupils,
particularly Primary 7, was very encouraging. This
was reflected in the creative outfits modelled by P7
themselves.
I must give special thanks to Martin Clark and
Libby Urquhart who travelled from Keswick with
five students and their designs to participate in the
evening. During our summer holiday there we met
them at a fashion show. After chatting to Martin and
discussing my ideas for this show I asked if I could
borrow a few outfits. He not only agreed but offered to come with
some of the designers also. I am very grateful as we were treated
to a variety of spectacular costumes all with a recycling theme.
Clothes were on a sale-or-return basis from Oxfam (Milngavie),
People Tree, Gossypium and Bamboo Clothing. However, the
bridal wear was donated, allowing me to adjust and alter at will!
The stalls included Traidcraft, Tearfund, econits from Nicola
Glennie, and The One World Shop (which I am pleased to say has
re-opened at 649 Great Western Road in Glasgow.)
The entertainment was provided by former pupils who study
dance with ‘Urbaniks’ and was much appreciated by all. The
piping was courtesy of John Muir, Ruaraidh and Ryan from
Strathendrick Pipe Band: the latter two are available for piping

Country Park landmark

M
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ugdock Country Park had a very successful 2008,
passing the 600,000 visitor mark and achieving 8th
place in VisitScotland’s table of most visited attractions
(paid and unpaid) in Scotland. Mugdock management committee
chairman, Provost Eric Gotts, vice chairman, Stirling councillor
Colin O’Brien, and East Dunbartonshire councillors Jim Gibbons
and Bill Binks entertained three local families who had helped to
reach that total, to mark the event.
The Park has great facilities and, despite the weather and the

Left: Morven Campbell
and Niamh Peddie
looking like they are
ready for Paris.
Below: George
Barclay and Aidan
Wardle are followed by
Ellen Mackay, Abigail
Littler and Matthew
Hoyle.
Below left: Ross
Hamilton, Jeanie Brown
and Katy Hamilton
are deep in discussion
about the show while
Leo Kelly is slightly
bemused by it all.

(or modelling!) for a
small donation. The
prize draw was won
by Hamish Leven,
P5.
The school is
hoping to buy some
fairtrade sportsballs
and to use the profits
on fairtrade and
ethical projects.
I would like to finish by thanking all the staff at Strathblane
Primary for the support I received.

A rare event – the army moved into Strathblane on 25
September and camped in the field next to the manse.
They were carrying out an exercise in the general area
and the unit (above) was an advance group locating
suitable sites to camp. They also provided catering and
other support. They were off the next morning at 7 am.
economic climate, is pretty well maintaining the visitor levels of
last year. Their new website has details of all that they have to
offer and is worth looking at. Better still, if you haven’t visited
recently, it is time to put that right and help to make this year the
best yet.
Our picture shows (l to r): Elaine Grantham, Jim Gibbons,
Bill Binks, Eric Gotts and Colin O’Brien (back row) with Oscar
McColl, Jamie Horrocks, Maja Grantham, Tom Horrocks, Rhona
and Edith McColl, Anne Horrocks and Blythe McColl.

Blane Rural charity
coffee morning

Food for thought

Jean Shaw

T

he coffee morning hosted by the Rural in
aid of charities was thoroughly enjoyed
by all, and once again the Rural have to
be congratulated for their contribution of home
baking and home-made produce. Despite the
numbers being down compared to previous
years, the stall holders were more than content
with their sales and would like to thank the
people of Strathblane and Blanefield for their
generosity.

Bethan Williams

Marjory Shepherd, Mary Marshall, Marion Tyson and Jean
Shaw and some of the goodies produced by the members at
the Rural coffee morning.
The editor cannot vouch for the quality of the goodies as,
sadly, no one thought to provide him with samples to prove
that they merited a place in this high quality newsletter.
Bribery is perfectly acceptable.

Raw food fans meet up
Emma Couttie

H

Pizza

alloween saw
some pretty
peculiar
goings on this year
at the Village Club
when the Glasgow
Raw Food Meetup
group held their
monthly
potluck
party. It’s the second
month
the
raw
foodists have chosen
the Village Club to
host their regular
get-togethers. Every
month raw foodists
from across Glasgow
and beyond come
together
having
prepared their own
raw food dish. At Chocolate cake
the meetup everyone
gets the opportunity
to try a bit of each dish.
For those of you unfamiliar with the term, raw-foodist applies
to those individuals who eat a predominantly raw food diet
composed of fruit, vegetables, herbs, seeds, nuts, sprouted grains,
sea vegetables and superfoods such as raw chocolate. Different
ingredients can be mixed together to create a wide variety of
dishes which can be warmed but not heated above 40 degrees to
retain the nutritional content and vitamins.
You’d be absolutely amazed at the dishes that people create
and bring along just from using these types of ingredients. We’ve
had raw pizzas, curries, lasagne, chocolate cake, cookies, soups,
smoothies, salads, anything you can think of can be recreated as
a raw version. There’s a wide variety of people that come along
to the meetups from all backgrounds and of all ages. This month
was special as we held the meetup on Halloween so some people
made the extra effort to dress up for the occasion. We even had
people come over from Ireland and up from England just to join
in! Some of the people that come along have been eating this way
for many years; others are just interested to find out more. It’s
always a great day and the Village Club is the perfect location to
bring everyone together. We’re organising our Christmas party for
early December, which should be great. I’m sure a raw version of
Christmas pudding will be there.
If you’d like to find out more about the meetups contact me at
rawfoodscotland@hotmail.com

T

his recipe book has been produced
to raise money for Robert Laws
Secondary School in Embangweni,
Northern Malawi. All the pupils at
Robert Laws are incredibly enthusiastic
about their school work, staying up late
and getting up early to finish homework
so that they will have a better chance
of getting a good job, or any job at all.
However not all of those pupils will be
able to stay at school. For many families
school will be too expensive.
The money from this recipe book will
go towards bursaries so more pupils can
stay at the school and have a better chance
in life. So thank you so much for buying
the book – we hope you will enjoy reading
and using it!
The recipe book can be bought from the
library and Pestle and Mortar in Strathblane,
and other places in the nearby villages.
Alternatively, ring Bethan Williams on 771
597 and ask for a copy. The books are £5
each and all money raised from sales goes
straight to the bursary fund.

Forth Valley Real
Nappy Network
Real Nappies are:

Good for the environment.

Good for your baby.

Easy to use

Good for your pocket.
We provide impartial advice and
support, and offer a range of
services including demonstrations and lending packs.
Contact us for any information
and advice or come along to one
of our nappuccinos for a coffee
and a chat.
Tel: 01786 449215
Email: Kelly@forthenvironmentlink.org
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Some of you may remember that in May, back in the days
when we thought we might have a summer, David James set
off to cycle the length of France from Le Havre to Marseilles.
Along the way he and his compadre, Ron Robertson, hoped
to raise money for Cancer Research. On 25 May they dipped
their toes in the Mediterranean, 17 days after rolling off the
ferry in Le Havre. By the beginning of June a tremendous total
of £2,662 had been raised from various donations, including
some people who gave them money while they were cycling (not
LITERALLY obviously!) There are many of you reading this
who also helped, and who added encouraging notes with your
donations on the online giving site. David and Ron would just
like to thank all of you for your generosity to this good cause.

A recipe book, with 350 delicious tried and
tested recipes, is available in the Chemist.
A chunky spiral-bound book, it has been
created to raise support for Think Pink
Scotland and their fundraising for the
Beatson Pebble Appeal. The price is £12.50
and it would make an ideal gift.
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A good crowd
attended
the
Remembrance
Day
service
this year and
followed
the
pipe band back
through
the
village.
Right:
the Scouts and
Guides with their
colours at the
door of the Kirk.

Kathy Nordin and Mahdue Barundhatroy (pictured second left) kept the book
club enthralled with their slides of India and by dressing Joyce Simpson,
Pat Anderson and Lynne James in these beautiful Indian saris. See more in
Lynne’s article on page 28 where she comments, ‘Perhaps the Cobra Beer,
Heather Ale and pakora helped as well!’ I think we need an explanation.

A trip to Orkney
DHL

S

everal articles in this series have
referred to the wonder of migration.
Certainly we all notice when the
summer migrants have arrived, as we hear
the songs of the leaf warblers in the woods
and the chirping of the swallows around
our homes. Likewise we are aware of the
arrival of the geese in the valley having
completed their return journeys from
Iceland and beyond to spend the balmy
days of winter here with us.
Nevertheless we really cannot truly
appreciate or participate in the wonder of
migration in action here in the valley. To
achieve that almost spiritual experience
one must go further afield to remote places
preferably at the fringes of the country near
long stretches of sandy beaches and large
estuaries. There are many such places in
Scotland but several of the best areas to
experience the true wonders of migration
lie in the northern archipelago of Orkney.
These islands are relatively easy of access,
are replete with good accommodation, are
populated by very friendly residents and
have reasonably good weather (if you don’t
like it at any one time just wait for an hour
or two and it will change as the winds move
weather patterns along quite briskly here).
So this autumn a friend and I journeyed to
Orkney to see the wonders of migration in
action.
A rare North American visitor
No sooner had we arrived than reports
came in about a real rarity seen during
the previous several days in a South
Ronaldsay stubble field. It was a Sandhill
Crane – only the fourth occurrence of such
a North American visitor in Britain in the
last century. This bird is somewhat larger
than our Grey Heron and is generally an
overall greyish brown colour with a red
crown and long blackish legs. It breeds
from Alaska along the northern coast
of Canada to Baffin Island and south to
Idaho, Wyoming, Nebraska and Colorado.
Following breeding, it migrates south in
large flocks to spend the winter in Texas,
New Mexico, Arizona, the Central Valley
of California and Mexico with stops along
the way in the large wetlands of Nebraska
and Utah.
What was such a bird doing in an
Orkney stubble field so far from its usual
haunts? One can only speculate that it was
caught up in a fearsome gale, was blown
over Greenland and across the Atlantic
Ocean to arrive in this lonely field in the
northern reaches of the UK. It was seen
by many really keen birdwatchers who
reported it to be feeding well, apparently
in good health and none the worse for its
novel experience!
Such a rarity always attracts that breed
of birdwatchers known as ‘twitchers’,
who keep pagers close to their persons
and are ready to drop everything they are
doing when paged and travel to the ends
of the UK to see extreme rarities. Indeed
apparently on the previous day a group of
six such twitchers had chartered a plane in
Manchester which brought them directly to
Kirkwall airport and waited for their return
after they had hired a car and motored to
South Ronaldsay to spot the far-travelled
bird.
Sure enough when we arrived there

were still a large number of such keen types
with expensive binoculars mounted on
tripods still scanning the fields, although
looking rather despondent. It appeared we
were some 30 minutes too late! The bird
had flown across the Pentland Firth to the
mainland and was last reported two days
later flying south over Brora. Sadly it has
not been seen since and was probably
the victim of
a
hungry
Golden Eagle
or other large
predator on the
lookout for a
juicy meal. It
is of interest
that its final
journey was
in a southern
direction
similar
to
its
usual
migration
route
from
Northern
C a n a d a Northern Wheatear
t o w a r d s
Mexico: such is the inbuilt drive to go
south for the winter months.
Flocks of swallows
The objective of our Northern trip was not,
however, to experience the poignancy of an
extreme rarity but to get an actual feeling
for the truly awesome nature of migration
in action. Such was seen as we watched a
constant string of swallows flying along
the outer beaches of the islands on the first
leg of their daunting journey across the
continent of Europe and the Mediterranean
Sea to reach Africa and then cross the
Sahara to finally achieve their destination
in South Africa.
They were in various sized parties from
small family groups to small flocks of 50
or 100 birds which no doubt coalesced into
larger and larger flocks as they reached the
south coast of England and flew across the

Pink Foot Goose
Channel to France and beyond: all flying
strongly south, occasionally feeding on the
wing, whilst for ever flying onwards. It was
a humbling experience to participate in
the beginnings of this great adventure for
birds that had been born only a few months
before and had never flown more than a few
hundred yards from their birthplace until
they embarked on a huge voyage to the far
end of the planet.
Comings and goings
This time of year provides a possibility
to experience in a short timeframe the

outgoing migration of summer visitors
leaving in large numbers to return
south to their winter haunts, and the
contemporaneous arrival of huge flocks of
winter visitors to the UK starting to arrive
from the High Arctic reaches of Greenland
and Scandinavia.
During our stay there was a regular
trickle of Northern Wheatear families
coming in from Iceland
and Greenland on their
way south to Africa to
spend the northern winter
there. There were, however,
regular arrivals of large
flocks of waders from
northern climes. These
birds flew in from Iceland,
Greenland and Scandinavia
and were clearly exhausted
on arrival. There were
Golden and Grey Plovers,
Sanderling, Dunlin, Knots
and even a solitary Green
Sandpiper, the latter almost
collapsing as it found
a sandy beach to alight
upon. It looked around and
then ever so gradually its knees buckled
and it collapsed into a sitting position to
recover. It looked for the entire world like
a person with acute adrenal gland failure.
These large flocks settled down for a
spell and then began feeding furiously to
rebuild their strength before continuing
their voyages south towards the Forth
and Solway estuaries in Scotland and the
Humber Estuary and the Wash in England.
The really exciting experience was the
arrival of the geese. First there came the
Pink feet Geese coming in from Iceland
and Greenland in large skeins, seen initially
on the horizon flying in large orderly V
formations which began to disintegrate on
sighting land. It seemed to be each bird
for itself as they positively tumbled from
the sky amidst a true cacophony of excited
cries. It was difficult to avoid the feeling
that these birds were truly celebrating their
continued survival over large odds as they
espied their destination coming towards
them through the rain.
Then there were the long-awaited
Barnacle Geese from Svalbard, probably
via intermediate stops in islands in
the far north of Norway and later in
Vesteralen, before reaching Orkney en
route to their destination on the Solway
coast. To experience these iconic birds, so
recently nearing the brink of extinction,
now rebounding and arriving in several
flocks of up to 7,000 birds or more was a
beautiful feeling. They fell out of the sky
to join several groups that had arrived the
day before and were happily feeding on
stubble fields so generously left by the local
farmers for their use. The incomers flew
over our heads within twenty feet or less
as they gave out a joyous eruption of sound
and landed alongside their fellow creatures
to begin easing their hunger. In half an
hour or so all was relatively peaceful once
again as they fed and relaxed after their
challenging journey.
This experience of migration in action
was quite wonderful and is one well
worth attempting every year or so to truly
appreciate the awesome forces at work in
the natural world.
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Better buses – please!
Kit Fleming

S

hivering slightly, I maintain a
lonely and familiar vigil – waiting
impatiently for the bus. Standing
outside the Kirkhouse Inn, the Balfron to
Glasgow bus is a good five minutes late
but I am not surprised – to a seasoned bus
traveller such delays are commonplace.
Shuffling and stamping my feet to
keep warm in the leaf-strewn shelter, I
occasionally peer over at the timetable
pinned nearby, and bitterly wonder as to
why its schedule is hardly ever accurate.
Sometimes I am accompanied by other
potential travellers, and I study their
faces in the hope of seeing a similar look
of exasperation or hearing a tired sigh as
they glance at their watch. Sometimes
their frustration mirrors mine, whilst other
times their patience puzzles me. Whatever
their feelings we wait on together, enduring
a mutual inconvenience.
The bus eventually arrives, preceded by
a low, rumbling whine, and I climb in when
it stops and the doors clank open. Handing
over the small, hard-earned fortune that is
my fare, I try to ignore the stench of neglect
exuding from the vehicle as I carefully
choose a rickety seat. Unfortunately it is
raining today, and avoiding the centimetredeep puddle that covers the bus floor is
impossible. As we pull away this little
indoor sea oozes back and forth, gathering
around the soles of my shoes as it carries
grime about the floor.
I am equally fascinated and repulsed by
the water sloshing up and down the little
individual gutters beneath each window –
as a journey progresses they often fill past
their capacity, and dribble down the bus’s
feeble plastic walls, soaking readily into
clothing and seat fabric. Once or twice on

Transport
survey

Have your say on the
service – or lack of it

S

tirling
Community
Planning
Partnership is investigating the
transport needs of the communities
within the rural south-west area of Stirling.
You can help to assess the kinds of transport
service that our rural communities need by
completing a short survey. Your answers
will tell them about the journeys you make
at present and help plan the future pattern
of council-supported transported services
in our rural communities.
Copies of the survey are available in the
library (and you can return the completed
survey there) or you can access it and reply
online from the community website front
page. There is a specific questionnaire for
young people: if they complete it, they may
win £30 worth of music vouchers.
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For more information, please contact Pam
Campbell, campbellp@stirling.gov.uk or
01786 432320.

stormy days I have even experienced water
dripping through the bus ceiling while
chilled air is blasted in through rusted and
gritty air conditioning ducts, numbing my
feet and hands.
Had today been a dry day then the
journey would have been slightly more
tolerable, with the bus’s dirt gathered in
small dusty piles around the windows and
floors, yet it has been on these dry days
that I have observed small spiders spinning
webs amongst the bus seats. However,
regardless of the weather I choose to travel
in, one thing becomes apparent – the public
transport service provided to us is certainly
of a woeful standard.

As a young teenager and budding public
transport user, I looked on the number
10 bus a gift from God, allowing me

Why not advertise your business
in The Blane? Contact the
editor for details at theblane@
strathblanefield.org.uk

independence and cheap children’s fares.
I used the service moderately – mainly
in the school-free summer months – and
heartily appreciated its existence.
However, after I started university
in the centre of Glasgow the flaws in our
local bus service became more and more
apparent. I would often be late to important
classes due to the bus failing to turn up
on time, and by the time I got into the
university I would be stiff and cold from
an hour’s ride in an elderly double-decker.
I would routinely spend £30 a week on bus
fares alone, and due to Glasgow’s transport
zones ending at Milngavie, I was unable to
claim viable student discounts.

A

ll through my time at university
I earnestly believed that one day
soon our essential bus service would be
overhauled and revitalised. I envisaged
a day when instead of clambering into
an old, out-dated vehicle I would walk
on to a newer, sweeter-smelling bus
were the fares were reasonable and the
interior comfortable. However, by the
time I reached my final year this hope had
diminished – the bus fares rose almost
biannually to near unaffordable prices,
whilst the same buses that served me in
my childhood kept on picking me up at
the kerb, growing steadily shoddier in their
appearance and performance.
Sitting for the hundredth time on one of
these aging, late buses, I began to feel that it
was about time something was done. Surely
a better-maintained bus service would not
only serve our community but provide
better access for tourists? Surely newer,
cleaner buses would coax us away from
our cars and be kinder on the environment?
The community has put up with a sub-par
service for this long, and I feel it is time to
examine our transport situation. Whether
changes could successfully be made, or
how these changes could come to pass are
issues for future debate – yet, whilst I wait
for things to change, I will carry on using
our public transport service, for although I
would love to see it altered, I also remain
grateful for its existence.

CASTLE RECIPE
Julie Edmonstone
HEAVENLY HOT HAM
Ham or gammon has always been traditional
Christmas fare and even more so now that you
can buy it – uncooked and in more manageable
sizes – from the supermarket. The one covered in
mustard and breadcrumbs from M&S is particularly delicious. Produce it hot for
its first appearance and cold thereafter – if there’s any left. Serve it with this easy
sauce – it really does make all the difference and children love the sweetness.
Pour a good slosh of red wine into a saucepan and remove the alcohol by boiling it
briefly. Add a jar of Cumberland sauce or redcurrant jelly and double the amount
of chicken stock, a pinch of salt, some orange rind and a good dollop of mustard.
Simmer for a few minutes.

Allotments group up and running
Mary Brailey

T

o date, 15 people in the village have
expressed interest in allotments,
and have formed the Blane Valley
Allotments Group. About 10 of us would
like an allotment themselves, while the
others support the idea and are willing to
help it develop.
At our first meeting people expressed
many reasons for their interest: space to
grow our own fruit and veg cheaply instead
of buying it from the supermarket; sharing
a site with other people for company and
shared knowledge; cutting ‘food miles’;

Gardening club

Contact the
allotments group

avoiding food grown with unknown
fertilisers and pesticides.
There may well be scope for
involvement from the school and other
community groups, and we will be getting
in touch with them as things progress.
The group has met three times already,
and we have also had a visit to an existing
allotment site in Glasgow.
We are currently engaged in
discussions with local landowners to
identify possible sites.
Our next meeting is at 8 pm on 28
January in the Village Club, and anyone is
welcome to come along.
Gardening club diary
29 January: Kathleen Cartwright –
Kamchatka: Flowers, Wildlife and
Volcanoes
26 February: James Allan – All about
Beautiful Begonias
26 March: Carol Rowe – The
Rhododendrons at Kilarden

If you are interested in allotments,
please get in touch.
Also, if you have any professional
skills that we could tap into as we
go along, we’d love to hear from
you: lawyers, planners, ground
engineers, quantity surveyors…
Phone Mary on 771613 or
Andrew on 770546; or email
allotments@strathblanefield.org.uk

I

am 5 years old, male,
all white with only
half a tail. My name
is Lucky and I have
been missing since 3
December although I
have been seen in this
area.
If you see me, please
phone Betty Devereux
on 770464.

Winter delights in the garden
Susan MacDonald

H
These plants displayed for sale by Hilary
Butler were soon snapped up by club
members

Mary Brailey

A

t our September meeting, the
gardening club greatly enjoyed
John Kinloch’s entertaining account
of developing his garden at Lanercost in
Carmunnock, which we had visited earlier
in the year.
In October, it was the turn of Ian Butler
to tell us about the nursery that he and
his wife Hilary have built up at Rumbling
Bridge near Kinross. The very cold microclimate there provides excellent growing
conditions for guaranteed-hardy alpine
and woodland plants, so we were glad of
the chance to buy some specimens that Ian
and Hilary brought along, especially since
the nursery does not normally sell to the
general public.
At our November meeting David
Lawson gave a talk on garden birds –
highly entertaining.
In the new year we are looking forward
to three more interesting speakers, as well
as getting plants ready for the annual plant
sale on 8 May, and planning some trips to
noted gardens.
Monthly meetings are at 7.30 in the
Kirkrooms. New members are always
welcome: phone Tom Turner on 771433 or
Freda Hamilton on 770767.

opefully, by now you have taken
in your tender plants to give them
protection for the winter. If you
have fuchsias in the greenhouse, spray
them with tepid water to encourage a flush
of new growth.
There is still time to plant tulips if you
have not already done so. They help to fill
the flower gap between spring and summer
and are now available in some beautiful
colours.
Controlling weeds is important even in
the winter. Hand-weed between perennials
and shrubs, or hoe if you do not want to
walk in the borders, being careful to avoid
damaging emerging bulbs. Dandelions
and perennial lawn weeds are much easier
to remove whilst dormant and the soil is
damp. Use a hand-held weeding tool to
prise them up; even an old screwdriver
will do the trick. To cut down the amount
of weeding required, try mulching with
chipped bark, but remember you do need
to put on a good layer or the weeds will still
grow through.
Deciduous trees and shrubs are dormant
at this time of year, which means that it is
the perfect time to buy and plant them – or
if you have some in the wrong place move
them, providing they are not too large.
Choose a nice mild day to do this so as
not to cause the plant undue stress. Winter
flowers, a lot of which have a delicate
perfume, seem so much more precious and
welcome because they are not so abundant.
Plants for a winter show
If you wish to add winter interest to
your garden here are some suggestions
you could try. Witch hazel, Hamamelis
Mollis, has ragged flowers that appear
on bare stems in winter after it has shed
its leaves. Hx Hamamelis intermedia

‘Angelly’ is a small yellow-flowering
variety eventually reaching 6ft in height.
Plants range in colour from pale lemon
and gold through burnt orange to deep
red and all are delicately perfumed. Try
underplanting with snowdrops, aconites
or helleborus. For a really dramatic effect,
plant in combination with colour-stemmed
dogwoods or silver and plum-purple rubus.
Viburnum x bodnantense ‘Dawn’ is an
upright easy-going shrub with pink flowers
from November to March. Skimmia
japonica ‘Rubella’ has glossy green leaves
and cones of small red flowers. Daphne
Mezereum ‘Alba’
is a traditional
favourite with its
bare upright stems
studded with pink
or white stars in
late winter. Even
better is Daphne
Bholua which is
easy to please
in most gardens,
Daphne Bholua
has pink flowers and
delicious scent, and
blooms from January until March. The old
favourite Mahonia ‘Charity’ gives a splash
of yellow flowers to brighten a dull day
and has the advantage of being evergreen.
These are just a few suggestions for you to
consider.
Look after your houseplants
Please do remember in the hurly burly
of Christmas to take care of your house
plants as at this time of the year they will
be subjected to high central heating and
cold nights. Remember to water them, but
not too much. If you have a real Christmas
tree keep the trunk watered.
Enjoy the less energetic time of winter
to peruse the catalogues and plan for next
year. Spring will just be around the corner!
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Energy project gathers steam
Keith Hutton

T

he Blane Valley Energy Efficiency
Project is now up and running.
Energy advisors Philip Graves and
Alan Sharpe have contacted almost 200
houses in the villages, and have already
provided over 50 of them with a detailed
energy efficiency check and energy advice.
Fourteen residents have asked for a free
insulation survey as a result, and four
of these have already had cavity wall
insulation installed as a result – they’ll be
saving around £200 every year now on their
heating bills! All participating households
will no doubt be acting on the advice and
information they received to save energy –
and carbon emissions – in all sorts of other
ways.
We plan to take a kerbside thermal
image of most of the homes in the village
to give people an initial indication of how
well their home’s insulation is working. At
the time of writing, the weather has not
yet been right for taking these pictures (it
needs to be cold and dry), but we hope to
start soon.
Energy monitors and power-downs
We are also about to obtain energy
monitors – a device that the advisors can
use to display your energy use in real

The Energy Efficiency Project is a
partnership between the Blane Valley
Carbon Neutral Group and Solas
Insulation, funded by the Climate
Challenge Fund.
The freephone project phone
number (based in the Solas office)
is 0800 616203. Messages received
there will be passed on to Philip and
Alan. Or you can contact them direct
on their project mobiles:
Philip Graves: 07970 876767
Alan Sharpe: 07776 240905

A successful six months

tuart Cranna, the new proprietor, sends a warm thank you to
everyone in the village who has helped to make the pub such
a success over the past six months. It has taken some time to
reach agreement with Belhaven on refurbishment plans but work
has now started to unfold. Major work on the roof has recently
been undertaken (thanks to local company G & S Roofing) and
internal improvements to the toilets, upholstery and lighting can
now be started.
There have been a number of successful events recently,
including a fundraising Quiz
Night in support of the Fun Hut
and a charity live music event
in aid of the Heart Foundation.
The Halloween party was a great
success, helped especially by those
who entered fully into the spirit by
dressing up as ghosts and ghouls
and joining in the games (Stuart
and David are still cleaning up the
jelly and sticky donuts!).
The regular slots continue –
Quiz Night on Thursdays and the
Loch Lomond Folk Club on the
first Wednesday of each month. By
popular demand ‘Karaoke Babs’ is
back on 12 Dec, and the live band
Total Impact are scheduled for
January next year.
The Inn will be open on Some leg of chicken, that! Perhaps
Christmas Eve (9 am to 3 am) and they are selling Ostrich legs.
Christmas Day (8 pm to 3 am), and
on Hogmanay (9 am to 3 am) with
George Square Live on the big screen plus complimentary nibbles.
On the catering front Stuart and the new chef Larry have
introduced an extended menu which includes sandwiches and
baked potatoes as well as eat-in or takeaway morning breakfast,
hot filled rolls and tea/coffee. Takeaway fish suppers, scampi
suppers and burger and chips will commence this month. The pub
are offering a Christmas menu (two courses, £13.95; three courses,
£16.95): complimentary crackers and coffee with every meal.
Feedback from everyone has been very positive and many people
have commented on the welcoming atmosphere, relaxed ambience
and friendly banter that greets everyone. Ewan McGregor (Obi-
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Listening to feedback
We are fine-tuning the project as it goes
along, listening to feedback from the
advisors and from people participating in
the project, so we welcome your comments!
Email us at admin@bveep.org.uk.
Look out for the Energy Efficiency
Project van in your area, and for a knock on
the door from Philip or Alan. They are not
just another cold-caller! They will arrange
a visit to suit you.

time, and the difference
made by switching lights
and household appliances
on and off. Even if you’re
fairly clued-up about energy
saving, the meter can give
you some surprises about
how much you can easily
save! The advisors can leave
a monitor with you for a few
days to try out for yourself.
The project is also
sourcing a supply of ‘power-

The Blane Valley Inn

S

downs’ for the advisors to give out. These
make it easy to switch off a range of
appliances at once, so they are not wasting
energy in standby mode.
Pick up a leaflet from the library, or visit
the project’s website: www.bveep.org.uk.

Wan Kenobi) recently visited
the Inn and commented on
what a superb place it was to
warm up on a cold day and
enjoy hearty home-made
pub grub.
Stuart and his colleagues
have achieved much in the
past few months but are ever
conscious of the need to
move on, change and develop
the Blane Valley in line with Stuart & Ewan
customer requirements. So,
if readers have any ideas please let him know and he’ll take them
on board.

Mid-Scotland Canal
What might have been

to accommodate them.
Armstrong Whitworth’s
an you imagine driving to Drymen study was countered by a
or Aberfoyle and being held up report from Messrs Crouch
in a traffic queue while a ship the & Hogg, also in 1917, setting
size of the former SS Queen Mary sails out the detriments and
past, towering above the trees, on its way benefits of the alternative
to Loch Lomond? A bit fanciful perhaps? routes. Crouch & Hogg
Not if a decision taken in 1930 had gone was commissioned by the
a different way. A few weeks ago I had Glasgow Corporation and,
lunch with Archie McCallum (on a visit as you might guess, they
from Canada), Jim Leiper and Eric Drew at favoured the direct route.
Oakwood. Archie told us a very interesting The Royal Navy, at first,
story that he had been investigating for showed great interest in the HMS Dreadnought
some time, a subject that he lectures on scheme.
After the battle of
from time to time.
In 1889 D & T Stephenson, civil Jutland in 1916, it was obvious that control transport. One 2,200 dwt [deadweight
engineers, reported on the feasibility of of the Atlantic and the North Sea could tonnage] vessel carries the same volume
a ship canal to an Edinburgh committee. be obtained from Scapa Flow, without of goods as 70 30-ton lorries. The ship
Their report stated that the new canal the need for a canal. Cost estimates were uses 2,000 litres of fuel per 100 kilometres
could not be constructed on the line of the escalating but a further attempt was made while 70 lorries would use 12,000 litres for
existing ‘barge canal’ (Forth and Clyde) in the thirties to use the canal as a make- that distance. The promotion of coastwise
vessel transport via a mid-Scotland canal
and recommended the ‘Loch
from each coast of the UK would reduce
Lomond’ route. This canal
the heavy transport on our roads to enable
would leave the Forth at Alloa
fuel savings to be made and help to reduce
and follow a route, roughly
atmospheric pollution. Money that at
that of the Stirling to Balloch
present has to be invested in our continuing
railway line, to Loch Lomond,
expanding motorway system would be
entering the loch near the
available for other purposes.
Endrick’s mouth, and from
‘The author believes that a canal
there to Tarbet and Arrochar
designed for the smaller class of seagoing
on Loch Long.
vessels on the ‘northern route’ would
These were the two basic
appear to be the most feasible, although
routes, but further study
the southern route would be possible with
showed that there were three
particular difficulties in the Glasgow area.
possible routes to the sea from
The proposal is for a canal capable of taking
Loch Lomond: the first was © Crown copyright NC/A7
from Arden to Ardmorehead, The route of the canal from Loch Lomond to the sea coasting vessels, small container ships, gas
and chemical carriers and seagoing Rhinesouth-east of Helensburgh;
the second from Balloch, would have meant cutting a channel from Tarbet to type barges that visit the Clyde and are
in extensive use on the European canal
down the Leven valley to Arrochar on Loch Long
system and can operate in the Baltic and
Dumbarton; and the third, and
that favoured by most, from Tarbet through work project. The direct route was the one Eastern Europe.’
on the table but as the employment benefits
Food for thought, although the idea
to Loch Long at Arrochar.
In 1890, the Glasgow engineering would be some six years down the road the seems once more to have died.
company Messrs Crouch & Hogg prepared idea was dropped.
After the war, the idea was tabled again
a report for the Provisional Committee
of the Forth & Clyde Canal, advocating a by commercial interests, with a cost of
‘high level’ canal by this, the more direct £125 million. The Government refused
to guarantee the investment income and q Thanks to Scottish Water for strimming
route.
without this guarantee the project was and spraying the sides of the pipeline paths
dropped. The Government stated that – ash track and link to old railway. It is a
the Loch Lomond route was not feasible big improvement.
and that the direct route was such that
Guidelines! – don’t worry about
the ongoing operating and maintenance q
costs could not be recovered. Some getting into trouble for parking on the
30,000 men could have been employed double yellow lines outside the school on
Southview Rd, other than at the beginning
on these schemes.
and end of the school day. You cannot
Idea revived
be prosecuted because the lines are not
Route of the Forth & Clyde Canal
That might have been the end of the compatible with the signs.
Mid-Scotland Canal, but in 1995 the
In 1917, manufacturing company Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders in q Surface water drains – did you know
Armstrong Whitworth prepared a further Scotland (IESIS) came up with a proposal that whatever you pour down these drains
study for a canal following a different to create a canal along the same route for goes directly into the burn. Liquid waste
route – the Loch Lomond route. The commercial reasons. These had a lot of such as oil, paint stripper, brush cleaner,
canal would be some 150ft wide with a merit given that canals are extensively and grease, bleach, garden chemicals or
water depth of 45ft. In 1906 the battleship profitably used throughout Europe to move detergent can cause pollution.
HMS Dreadnought had been launched goods in a more efficient way than by road.
The IESIS report cites the Saimaa q Ballachalairty Yett – this is the name
and original plans for the canal had to be
revised to cope with the immense size of Canal in Finland, which was completed of the stretch of Cuilt Brae from Braehead
such a ship. The Germans followed suit in 1968 and opened up the Finnish Lakes to Easter Carbeth, apparently. Does anyone
and started to build similar battleships and system to the Gulf of Finland. It goes on to know of the origin of this name? A yett is
immediately upgraded their Kiel Canal, argue that ‘canals are an environmentally the old Scottish word for a gate and may
which linked the Baltic and the North Sea, acceptable and economical method of refer to the ‘pass’ at the top.

Mike Fischbacher

C

this ’n’ that...
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Class of ’46 or ’47

K

athleen Andrew (née Milligan)
sent us this photograph of her
class (she is second from right,
front row). You may recognise a
few – or at least their names after
all this time. Left to right:
Back: Terry Kerr, Peter Hendrie,
Hugh McLean, Tommy Milligan,
Peter Duncan
Mid: Headmaster Willie Graham,
Margaret McGregor, Joey Miller,
Kirsteen Kennedy, Margaret
Linning, Anne McLean, June
Armstrong, Janette Chapman, B
O’Donnell, Margaret McSporran
Front: Cathy Blake, Isobel
Gallaher, Robert Stirling, Jim
Brown, Jean Murphy, Alex
Raeside, Jim Paterson, Kathleen
Milligan, Peggy Benson.

Murray

O’Donnell was in the
Village Club last month and overheard a
conversation between the two men in the
portraits (sometimes I worry about Murray).
Scene: the Village Club – A Conversation
between Professor Barr and Mr Yarrow.
P B: Do you notice anything, Mr Yarrow?
Mr Y: What is that, Professor Barr?
P B: The portrait of John Lawrence has been
removed.
Mr Y: That is a pity. I liked that portrait.
John Lawrence, if you recall, built a pavilion
for the local football club when the original
went up in flames.
P B: Yes, and he gave that portrait to hang in the new pavilion.
Unfortunately over the years dampness damaged the frame and the
Heritage Society and Blanefield Thistle Football Club helped
towards the cleaning and reframing of the portrait.
Mr Y: That’s correct, Professor Barr, and to save it from being
damaged again it was agreed to hang it in the Village Club.
P B: And where has it gone to now?
Mr Y: John Lawrence was a former chairman of Glasgow Rangers,
and Sandy Jardine of Rangers has accepted the portrait for
safekeeping. If a place can be found in the village to hang the
portrait, it will be returned home.
P B: I have just had an awful thought, Mr Yarrow: do you think they
will move us?
Mr Y: Not at all; we have been here since 1911. If it had not been for
us there would not be a Village Club at all.
P B: Yes indeed. Do you know, I am going to miss old John
Lawrence.
Mr Y: So will I, so will I.

Murray O’Donnell

N
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ovember was the halfway
stage of the Heritage Society
meetings,
when
Mike
Jodeluk presented ‘Railways: our
parish and beyond’. This was a wellattended meeting, with visitors from far and
near. Mike is an authority on his subject and
presented an interesting and informative
illustrated talk. He was delighted to meet
Jim Craig from Strathblane. Jim, a former
steam-engine driver, drove trains in this
area for many years.
For the October meeting Tony Jaconelli
spoke of the Shettleston History Project.
Tony related some tales of his schooldays,

Portraits of Professor Archibald
Barr D.Sc. and A F Yarrow,
taken in 1912, hang in the
Village Club. The former was
professor of civil engineering
and mechanics in Glasgow
University and a founder of
Barr & Stroud; Alfred Yarrow
founded
the
shipbuilding
company, Yarrows, based at
Scotstoun.

Sandy Jardine accepting the portrait of John Lawrence
from Andrew Orr at Murray Park, Milngavie

and those present appreciated his
working life and his amusing stories.
September,
our
opening
meeting, went under the title of
‘David Pugh on Tour’ and this was
an illustrated talk by Dr Pugh as
team doctor for the Scotland under-19
rugby team. He gave an insight into the
background of an international rugby team
preparation and the sights of Japan and
characters associated with the Scotland
tour.
Almost all of our meetings are at
the suggestion of our members and the
programme can be wide and varied. Our
next meeting is on 20 December, when our
family history expert Jenny Oswald will

present `On the parish`, an insight into days
gone by. We look forward to meeting with
you in the Village Club. All meetings are at
7.30. As always everyone is welcome.
The full list of names from the class photo in the
last issue is:
Back row: M Campbell, K McDonald, M
Campbell, B Gallagher, C McLellan, F Cairns, C
Kane, Annette Wright, Anne Dunan, Miss Higgins;
Middle row: W Wallace, T Kirkpatrick, Danny
Muir, B Gair, P McFarlane, G Johnson, J Burgess, G
Murphy, Grant, J Gardner, B Milligan;
Front row: A Kane, R Duncan, D Wright, M
McIntyre, V Armstrong, N McGregor, S Murray, G
Campbell, D Wright, C Stirling, E Wright, T Adelman.

Mountain Rescue

Martin McCallum

A

utumn has been a quiet period
for Mountain Rescue in our area.
There does not seem to be any clear
reason for this but in my own wanderings
through the hills I’ve seen less folk than
usual. Perhaps they have been kept away
by the almost incessant rainfall (well, it
does seem like that to me).

Sunday now account for
only one third of all callouts, which may reflect
changing social trends and
leisure time patterns. The
pattern of rescues is not
regular across the year.
May, August and October
are the busiest months
with June/July being the
months of least activity.
Most call-outs are at night
and involve a single person
who is lost or injured.
Occasionally larger groups
can be involved.
The team’s training reflects Map of Area
our call-out pattern, both in terms
of location and types of rescue. This
The map shows the area covered by
influences where we train and the skills the team. The boundaries are agreed with
we need to develop in order that we can Central Scotland Police and the area covers
function effectively. Key to this is an a thousand square miles. Like all other
ongoing analysis of rescues and the nature Rescue Teams in Scotland we can be called
of casualty injuries.
to any area to assist with major incidents
However, sometimes rescues and searches. We work closely with the
are far from straightforward, and other two rescue teams in Central Scotland,
the incident a couple of years ago Ochils MRT and Killin MRT
which involved 22 pensioners on
Winter is fast approaching, with a few
Ben Venue caught us by surprise. mornings already having seen a white cap on
The variety does help to keep team Ben Lomond. Several organisations, notably
members motivated and interested the Mountaineering Council of Scotland,
in the work we do.
have been highlighting the appropriate
equipment for winter hill walking.
This has also been highlighted by
the BBC: see http://www.bbc.
co.uk/programmes/b0074hjr
Top Tip

Attending to casualty on Ben Lomond

On average the team is called out about
once every three weeks. Incidents tend to
be spread across the week, with Sunday
being the most ‘popular’ day. In the past five
years, however, there has been a tendency
to more midweek rescues. Saturday and

Rescue 177 uplifting team members

Protecting our Green Belt
Patsy Fischbacher

M

any people have been shocked
and alarmed at the sight of the
building arising beside the stables
at Valhalla on Old Mugdock Road. This is
not what we expect to see in the greenbelt
where development is only permitted
when it is essential for the running of a
countryside business.
Unfortunately due to an oversight
by council planners, a house that was
expected to be reasonably small is now a
mansion. Stirling Council had indicated
in writing that any approval would be
subject to a condition limiting the size of
the house, and then, following a site visit
and further debate they approved the
application on the understanding that
a house was required for a manager to
provide the day-to-day care of the stud
farm horses. When detailed plans were
submitted for a very large house for the
owner with lavish facilities, including a
swimming pool, gym and guest wing,
which, it was claimed, were necessary
for entertaining prospective racehorse
purchasers, the council turned it down.

However an appeal from the applicant
was allowed by the Reporter because the
condition limiting the size of the house had
been omitted from the outline consent.
The community council (CC) had
put a great deal of time and effort into
opposing these two applications including
making a presentation to the Council’s
Planning Panel. They and others who had
opposed the applications were extremely
disappointed at the outcome.
This just goes to show how vigilant we
need to be. If we are to prevent a repeat of this

Winter is coming, with frozen
ground that can easily cause you
to slip and fall. Check the weather
forecast closely before you go to
the hills and make sure you have an
ice axe and crampons. Remember,
frozen ground can be just as slippery
as ice.
we need to work together as a community to
support the CC and to write our own letters
to Stirling Council. The CC has now set
up a page on the community website that
gives information on all the applications in
our area and provides a direct link to the
Council’s planning website where you can
see plans and any additional information.

The community council says that it will
be vigilant to ensure that the landscaping
conditions are met and will do all that is
possible to have the leylandii hedging
on the A81 removed. They urge as
many people as possible to write to their
councillor MSP and MP to complain about
this inappropriate planting in our beautiful
greenbelt. It will only be a few years until
our views of the mountains will be gone.
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Fun, games and horsing about in 2009

T

Nicci Grieve and Margaret McCrossan, Milndavie Riding Centre
he activities at Milndavie Riding
Centre started well in 2009 with
a very sunny Easter treasure hunt.
Teams of riders followed a trail of clues
around a well-kent route through the forest
and ended with a jump in the school. The
teams had to collect clues and solve riddles
as they went. Of course being a local is a
serious advantage in this kind of thing and
so it was that Lauren Dempsey’s group
proved worthy winners. At the end of the
day there were chocolate eggs for everyone
and carrots for the horses (of course).
Miraculously, we picked a dry day for
the summer show when over 20 competitors
took part in a range of jumping, showing
and fun classes. High-speed winner in
the Novice show jumping class was Carol
Moffat from Mugdock, riding Diamond.
Strathblane’s Romy McCahill on Charlie’s
My Darling won the highly competitive
Open class. As usual the fun events were
the highlight of the day. In the hilarious
Horse and Hound class, Blanefield’s Jet
McCrossan dragged Jessica Nicholson

round the course to win after she had riders took various scenic routes through
completed a flying clear round on Erin.
the forest and country park and met up for a
Then came the mounted games. The feast at Khyber car park. These large rides
spectators shouted themselves hoarse always look slightly like a hunt to me but as
cheering on their favourites and after you can see from the photograph it’s not a
numerous thrills (and spills!) Milndavie new thing…[insert mock hunt picture]
Stables’ resident speed specialists, Yasmin
As well as our own shows, a number
Aborida and Poppy, emerged as well- of Milndavie-based riders have competed
deserved winners. The day closed on a successfully throughout the year at other
now traditional note with stables owner shows and hunter trials. We look forward
Fiona Aborida and Emperor Rosco yet to everyone doing even better in future
again retaining their Diminishing Drums now that our new cross country jumps have
jumping trophy. This pairing has been been delivered.
unbeaten in the
Mock hunt sets off from the stables in 1975
event longer
than anyone
can remember!
M o r e
recent events
have included
a pub ride to
the
Carbeth
Inn and the
popular picnic
ride. Groups of

Where there’s muck...
Nicci Grieve

W

e love our horses, as you probably
know, but there is no denying
that there’s definitely a ‘mucky’
side to riding. Generally (and legally)
speaking we don’t use the pavements but
we do realise that bike riders and pushchair
users also use some of the routes, who are,
perhaps, less keen to put up with the output.
With that in mind Fiona has asked all of
us to be considerate and (when possible)
move the horses to the side of the paths

when the need
takes them. Also, if when walking on foot
and wearing wellies, we come across some
muck, she has asked us to kick it to the
side. We have been advised that it would
not be sensible to start scraping the muck
off using shovels etc. as this would remove
the actual surface and cause longer-term
problems. Fiona has recently taken part in
some publicity regarding this issue and had
her photo taken for the Scotland on Sunday
newspaper. She was happy to take part
although I’m not sure she was so delighted

when she realised that the photographer
was referring to her simply as ‘the Dung
Lady’.

In a gardening note you may have
noticed that the ‘far away’ field now has a
muckheap and Fiona would like to extend
a welcome to anyone in the village to help
themselves. The manure has been rotting
down for over a year now so should be
good for the roses!! The field is down the
railway track on the right-hand side.

Swings and roundabouts
Patsy Fischbacher
Is there to be a MUGA? Is there to be
drainage for the school field? No (not
for now anyway) but there’s to be new
equipment for the play park.

I

n the September issue of The Blane
we reported that the grant application
to Sportscotland from the CDT on
behalf of the school parent council for
funding towards a Multi-Use-GamesArea (MUGA) had been unsuccessful,
and that consideration was being given
to reallocating the £15,000 Stirling
Council grant from the MUGA
to drainage of the school
field. Initial inquiries were
promising,
suggesting
a
relatively simple procedure.
However, a feasibility study
commissioned by Stirling
Council indicated that
it could be more
expensive than was
originally expected,
and there was
no guarantee of
Flying fox
success. There
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was insufficient time to make further
investigations and raise any additional
funds as the money had to be spent by
31 March 2010, so it was agreed that it
could be used to purchase and install new
equipment for the play park.
Clackmannanshire
and
Stirling
Environment Trust (CSET) had approved a
grant of £5,000 towards the MUGA, and
had then agreed that it could be used for
drainage instead. However, as the play park
is on a different site, the grant money could
not be reallocated for play equipment, so
the previous application was withdrawn and
a fresh one submitted for £5,000 towards
play equipment, and we have just heard
that we have been awarded the full
amount. We are currently looking to
purchase a multi-activity piece of
equipment suitable for ages 3–12,
along with a slide that goes down
the banking, and some picnic
tables and benches. Stirling
Council will purchase the
equipment and co-ordinate
the project and we hope
to have the equipment
installed by late spring.
We are also drawing

up other applications for funds to purchase
and install a flying fox, hopefully at the
same time as the other equipment.
This exercise has been a good example
of local community planning, with the
community development trust, school
parent council, community council and
Greeenheart all working together. It’s been
a long haul, but hopefully we should very
soon see the fruits of our combined labour.
cont’d on next page col.1

Multi-activity tower

Sleeping
Beauty
Coming to the Edmonstone Hall on
January 27, 28 and 29

P

rimary 7 are hard at work to
bring you all a treat. It’s not the usual
maths or writing, but something so
much more exciting. They’re putting on a
pantomime, with song and dance and prose
and rhyme. There’s loads of jokes and lots
of laughter; though hopefully there’s no
disaster. There’s pain and anguish, tears and
sorrow; but here today and gone tomorrow.
So if you’re feeling somewhat blue, when
Christmas and New Year are through, then
here’s the perfect remedy – an evening of
frivolity. There’ll be more details near the
time. Make sure you see this pantomime!

Summer Fair 2010
Linda Barclay

D

id you have fun at last year’s
Summer Fair? Did you have to miss
it altogether? If so, then you will be
please to hear that you can join us this year
for another fun-filled event. So get your
dairies ready, the event is provisionally
scheduled for Saturday 5 June 2010.
The Strathblane Primary Fundraisers
will again team up with the Strathblanefield
Community Development Trust to coordinate the big day and planning will
start early in the New Year. A great deal
is involved in organising such a large-scale
event so we are looking for people of all
ages to help create and co-ordinate various
activities. We are also looking for different
community organisations to run small
parts of the event.
The purpose of the Fair is to bring
together the entire community; provide fun
activities for many different segments of the
population; and to raise money for better
recreational facilities for our community
and local school. It would be wonderful
to have the involvement of many of the
local groups, organisations and businesses,
demonstrating our sense of community in a
collective effort, which would also provide
the perfect venue for local entrepreneurs to

All change at the Primary
School
Sandy Kennedy, Parents’ Council

I

t’s all change at Strathblane Primary School. We have a new Head Teacher in
Mrs Sandra Logan, a largely new Parent Council team of Cathie Moir, Debbie
Bolton, Libby Brittain, Lynne Kelly, Seonaid Byles, Vivienne McKay, Traci
Leven, Wendy Hamilton and myself and a new Fundraising (SPF) team led by Beate
Schwann and Derek Fabel.
Whilst it’s great to have a core of committed parents, we really want to widen parental
and community particiapation in the school. There are some great examples already,
for example Anne Scott with the help of many others organised another great Fair Trade
fashion show in November. We want to get as many people involved as possible.
We recognise we can’t do everything, so this year we are going to focus on six key
areas:
• Road safety (led by me) – particularly around the school and crossing the main road;
• Sports and physical activity (led by Traci) – more opportunities for extracurricular
sports clubs, more competitive sports in the school and against other schools and
better facilities and equipment;
• Non-sports extracurricular activities (led by Cathie) – potentially including
science, chess, hobbies, cookery, gardening, a book club, music, drama and
languages;
• School and grounds makeover (led by Debbie) – pupils, parents and teachers doing
a makeover of the school. Watch out for murals, mosaics and much more ... it will
never be the same again!
• Communications (led by Vivienne) – podcasts, videos, you name it, we are joining
the digital age. We want as many parents as possible to receive their information by
email – faster, eco-friendly and less paper in the bags.
• The BIG project (led by Wendy working with SPF) – we are putting the finishing
touches to the BIG project so watch this space ...
If you can help in any way then speak to one of the Parent’s Council team or email
strathparentcouncil@gmail.com. We are going to publish a list at the end of summer
term of all those who get involved.
It is an exciting year ahead!
P.S If anyone has a table tennis table or other sports equipment they want to donate to
the school then email strathparentcouncil@gmail.com
promote their business. Last year we had a
vast team of helpers from the school and the
community who contributed to the success
on the day. We were also tremendously
grateful to the sponsors for their generous
contributions and we truly hope we will
receive such welcome support in 2010. We
are confident that, with support across the
community, the event this year can be even
better!

If you are a local business group and are
interested in renting a stall, or would like
to help sponsor the event, or would simply
like more information about the Summer
Fair, please contact me on 771 429 or at
lindabarclaybritton@gmail.com
There will be more information in the
next issue of The Blane and around the
village in the months leading up to the
event. Keep a look-out!

Images of a Gala Day from the 90s:
the tug-of-war was a always a popular
event; Alan McCormick tests out the
caber; the late Albert Johnson had to
make on-the-spot alterations.
cont’d from previous page
We hope that this will be only the start
of the upgrade of the play park and that
in the future we will fundraise for further
pieces of equipment. And the MUGA is still
a possibility; Sportscotland has said that if
Stirling Council was to commit more money
towards the project then they (Sportscotland)
would support the grant application.

Children at risk

arents have expressed concern at the
P
parking of cars in Kirkburn Road at
the pedestrian access to the school. The
parking restrictions have not been altered
since the old gates were closed and the new
gate opened nearer the library.
The restriction lines at present stop
just as they reach the new access. Stirling
Council Roads Department is aware of the

problem. The Blane tried to find out when
this would be remedied but to date we have
had no response to our inquiries. However,
Councillor Graham Lambie is already
following it up.
There has already been at least one
near-accident and we would make a plea
that parents exercise common sense and
avoid parking near the entrance.
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Corner

Library

Lynne James

L

ately, many people have been
coming in to the library muttering
darkly about the terrible weather ...
Quite right, it is TERRIBLE weather, but
hey, what better excuse could you have for
coming down to the library to get a pile
of books so you can curl up with a coffee
and read instead of raking up leaves in the
garden! Our new policy of moving all the
fiction books round the various libraries
means that our stock of books is constantly
changing. Isobel is proving to be an
absolute star at making special displays of

chosen books, so you don’t
even have to work hard at
picking the books you want!
We had a great evening
in the library during the
Book Festival, so good
in fact that the young
lad from Waterstones in
Stirling who came to sell
books on the night told our
bosses in Stirling Library
headquarters, ‘Those people
in Strathblane, they sure
know how to hold a party,
don’t they!’
Our speaker, Bashabi
Fraser, came to us over an
hour late, having come by
way of St Ninians Library
by mistake! Fortunately, The book festival at the library
Kathy Nordin and Mahdue
Barundhatroy
kept
us
enthralled with their slides of India and all to see.
by dressing us in beautiful Indian saris.
This year we are selling charity
Perhaps the Cobra Beer, Heather Ale and Christmas cards for the first year ever and
pakora helped as well! If you are kicking we hope that this will prove to be a useful
yourselves for having missed this night, idea for anyone who wishes to purchase
then remember, we will be hosting an event charity cards. At the moment we are selling
next year as well so don’t miss out again!
Tearfund and RNLI cards, and cards in aid
Magi Gibson, the author of the Seriously of a very interesting Gambia Solar Project,
Sassy teen books, came to Strathblane set up by Strathclyde University. Do come
Library recently, and we took her down down and browse through the cards and
to talk to the local Guides. It was a great gifts we have on sale, and also let us know
evening and Magi has put photographs of if you would like us to do the same sort of
the visit on her Seriously Sassy website for thing next year.

Arts and crafts at Mugdock
Makkers
Mary Brailey

A

s part of the mid-term
activities at Mugdock
Country
Park
in
October, children and adults
had the chance to try their
hand at various arts and crafts
in workshops taken by craft
workers from the Mugdock
Makkers.
The workshop demonstrators
are among a co-operative group
of local artists who display their
work for sale at the Mugdock

T

he Community Development
Trust has a heavy-duty pop-up
gazebo available for individuals
or groups to use in return for a £25
donation per day. The money will be
used as a sinking fund for any repairs
and eventual replacement. The gazebo
is 3m by 4.5m. Phone George Thom on
771613.

Want to learn more
about your camera?
Ballagan Studio Workshops
at Mugdock Country Park
George Thom pottering about with some of the
children at the arts and crafts workshops at Mugdock
Makkers
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Gazebo for hire

Makkers Art and Craft Gallery, situated in the
courtyard of the visitor centre. There you can find a
unique collection of art and craft works, and have the
opportunity to meet with the craftspeople who help
run the gallery.
The Makkers also arrange the popular
demonstrations and taster sessions for adults and
children each Saturday and Sunday including
ceramics, glass, jewellery, fabrics, knitted items,
painting, metal, wood and slate products, decorated
silk accessories, cane and rush weaving.
The gallery is open every day 11 am to 4 pm.
Ceramicist Amanda Macdonald For more information, visit their website, www.
admires the children’s handiwork mugdockmakkers.org.uk, or give them a ring on
0141 956 6555.

Contact Martin Shields at
martin.shields@me.com

useful numbers
Doctors Surgeries
Strathblane		
Killearn			
(prescription line)		

770340
550339
550095

Police			
Crimestoppers 		
Post Office		
Pharmacy		
Primary School		
Royal Bank		
Library			

770224
0800 555111
770291
770731
770608
770610
770737

Bookings
Edmonstone Hall		
VillageClub		

770555
771956

Beading Mad
Jewellery Parties

Design & make earrings,
necklaces, bracelets
Ideal for all ages
******
Ruth Reynolds
 0141 956 6909
mob: 07770596297

We wish to reflect the views and opinions
of the whole community without including
anything that would offend anyone. We
would emphasise that the views expressed
in the Blane are not necessarily those of
the editor and he retains the right to have
the final say on any articles included.
Disclaimer
While we do our best not to accept
advertisements
from
irresponsible
companies or individuals, we do not take
responsibility for those that appear in
the newsletter and expect our readers to
exercise due care when choosing to use
one of the services found on these pages.

BLANE TEAM

T R Electrical Services

Tommy Reynolds
Electrical & Air
Conditioning Installations

mob: 07988639981
 0141 956 6909
tomm.reynolds@virgin.net

Morag Roy
770863
roymorag6@yahoo.co.uk
Murray O’Donnell 770748
murray.odonnell@btinternet.com
Alastair Smith 770120
smith@blanefield.freeserve.co.uk
Mary Brailey 771613
marybrailey@btinternet.com
Patsy Fischbacher 770716
patsy.fischbacher@virgin.net

I

f you have any news items, please
contact one of the team or the editor (see
page 8 for details). If you are not confident
at writing but would like to have an article
in the newsletter, we can help by editing it
or writing it if you give us the information.
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On Saturday 31
October, Andrew
McLaughlin
married Courtney
Shedden
in
G a r v o c k
House
Hotel,
Dunfermline. The
happy couple were
joined by family
and friends to help
them
celebrate
their perfect day.

Picture perfect

O

riginally the village’s blacksmith, the 200-year old
building that is the Smithy Gallery was lovingly restored
by Natalie Harrison and now houses exhibitions of work
from Scotland’s most distinctive artists as well as young upand-coming artists. Everybody is welcome to come in and join
the mailing list so we can send you invitations to the opening of
each exhibition. You’ll find a friendly and warm environment,
where you can sit by the woodburning stove and relax and
enjoy the surroundings.
In its fourth year, the Winter Exhibition runs from 15
November to 31 January, showcasing a vibrant mix of new
work from over 25 invited artists. There are paintings from
Gordon Wilson and George Birrell; and evocative landscapes
from George Grant and George Allen who are gaining an everincreasing following for their highly emotive work. The highly
respected Carlo Rossi RSW RGI and David Martin RSW RGI
are also represented: they are still painting, well into their
eighties, and their reputations as Scottish masters extend far
beyond Scottish shores.
Treat someone to a painting as a special Christmas present,
or choose from a large selection of sculpture, glass, ceramics,
clocks, jewellery, prints, cards and gift vouchers.
To check what’s coming up, phone me on 770551, email
art@smithygallery.co.uk or visit the website at www.
smithygallery.co.uk.

Where am I?

You will probably
never see this
close up: but
the clue is in the
date. Answer
below.
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Parish Church bell

Home visits ca n be
a r ra nged to suit
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